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UMO officials question feasibility

Friday, March 28, 1980

New calendar proposal raises doubts
by Stephen Betts
Staff writer

Richard
Blanke.
associate
professor
of
history calls the new proposalsfor calendar change one ofthe most absurd ideas to come
out of the bureaucracy. - [photo by Donna Sotomayer]

The feasibility of saving $I million by
limiting the school year to October 1
through April I was questioned by a
number of UMO officials, including the
director of the physical plant.
The impact that a closure of this kind
would have on the university system,
including the effects on students was also
discussed at length during a Council of
Colleges meeting Thursday afternoon in
the Sutton Lounge of the Memorial Union.
Chancellor Patrick McCarthy has proposed the school calendar must be slashed
to offset rising fuel prices which are
projected to rise from $4.5 million to S6
million. His plan of saving $I million by the
move was questioned by Alan Lewis.
director of the physical plant.
Lewis said Thursday afternoon the
amount of savings the Chancellor is asking
for would mean the entire university would
have to be closed down during the summer
months.
"They are looking at something different
from me,- Lewis said. "I've looked at the
savings for that period and there's nothing
in that dimension from my figures unless
there was no activity from April to
September."
Lewis also said he had not been
contacted by the Chancellor prior to the
announcement concerning the energy
savings. "All I know about it is what I have

read in the newspaper," Lewis said.
Lewis said the figures were compiled by
engineers on the Chancellor's staff. "He
has people there who are very capable.
They are able to come up with data from
the entire university system."
Paul Camp, a member of the Council of
Colleges. also raised doubts concerning the
Chancellor's proposal. "We need some
responsible, reliable information from the
chancellor's office before we have a serious
study in the proposal." Camp said. "We
need to know what it costs per month to
keep the university running.'
At the Council of Colleges meeting. Vice
President for Academic Affairs Henry 0.
Hooper, said he was unaware of where the
figures originated. •'1 don't know where SI
or $2 million figure has come from,"
Hooper said.
Hooper proceeded to run off figures in
regard to oil usage at UMO. During the
months of August in 1978 and 1979, UMO
used 1900 barrels of oil for each month.
Hooper said the usage increases dramatically as the winter months proceed, with
the campus burning 70,000 barrels of oil a
year.
[see CALENDAR page 121

Grad Board secession threat ended
by Brian Farley
Staff writer
In a unanimous decision, the Graduate
Student Board voted last night to accept a
GSS proposal that would give it complete
control over how its allocated funds would
be spent. The vote temporarily ended the
threat of the GSB seceding from GSS.
"Leaving the GSS may have a more
visible immediate effect." said Eric Ellis.
president of GSB. "but I think that we can
have a more viable organization by working
with them."
The GSB had been dissatisfied because
they weren't able to use their funds as they
wished without the approval of the GSS.
The GSS proposal. however, allows the
money returned to the GSB from their
activity fee (approximately $10,179) to be
used in any way the GSB decides.
"I think that this is a good Proposal."
Ellis said. "We can't blame GSS for our
problems. Our biggest problem is with
student participation. We need more
student input.•'
Charles Mercer. executive assistant of
GSS proposed the draft, explaining that the
GSB would retain all of the services
student government now offers them.
However, the proposal was submitted by
Mercer and GSS President Kevin Freeman. and does not have the authorization
of the GSS nor the cabinet.
"I'd lay my bets that they (the GSS and
the cabinet) will pass the proposal,•'
Mercer said. He estimated that the process
will take "about two weeks."
The GSB represents the 783 graduate
students who account for approximately 10

percent of the UMO population. Some
board members, however, said that they
were still concerned with the amount of
representEion the GSB was getting in the

student senate.
"I don't want graduate student issues
being decided by a senate that is 90
[see GSB page 11]

OCB, IDB leaders elected
in single candidate races
by Paul Fillmore
Staff writer
In elections labeled "a joke" by one of
the candidates. the Off-Campus Board and
the Inter-Dormitory Board elected presidents yesterday with only one person
running for each position.
With one percent of the student body
voting in the OCB election. Chris McEvoy
received a great majority of the votes in
yesterday's election, with current OCB
President Chris Grimes receiving a few
write-in votes. Other write-in votes went to
the pope. Astor (an off-campus dog) and
Truman Capote. among others.
McEvoy said yesterday, shortly after the
votes were counted, he was ready to "deal
with the red tape and hassles" off-campus
students sometimes come in contact with
when dealing with the university.
Outgoing OCB President Chris Grimes
and his vice president Mark Mickalide,
called McEvoy and his running-mate,
Andy Czarnecki. "shoo-ins" and said they
expected them to continue with such things
as the OCB co-op and the spaghetti dinners
sponsored by the board.
In the 11)8 election. Frank Card, a

resident of Gannett Hall, was elected in
another single candidate race. According
to out-going president of IDB, Pam Burch,
Card's three years of experience with 1DB
made him the best person for the position.
"1 think he's going to do a great job," she
said.
Card's major interest now that he is
heading IDB will be to get more students
involved with administrative decisions on
campus. especially those of Residential
Life. "One of my major goals is to open
communication between administrators
and students living in dorms." he said.
Card would also like to form committees
to review the roles of RAs in the
Residential Life system. Committees could
examine the choosing of RAs
the
grievance policies toward RAs and the way
RDs are chosen.
Another goal of Card's is to encourage
dorms to come to IDB when they have any
problems concerning residence halls. "I
want to make dorms more comfortable with
coming to IDB with problems like the Dunn
Hall incident last year," he said.
Laura Ferentz was elected as IDB
vice-president in the election.

Special IssueSpring
Sports,
UMO style
See pages 13-24
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Task force organized
to scrutinize activity fee
by George W. Roche
Staff writer
The student activity fee at UMO, one of
the lowest in the nation, is going to be
closely scrutinized by a newly-created task
force being organized by Student Govern
ment President Dave Spellman.
The purpose of the group according to
Spellman. is to "gather as many view- points as possible concerning the groups
on campus that request funding from the
student government."
"It (the task force) will focus the
attention of the people involved in the
senate budgeting process" added Spell.
man •'and will provide information and
education to the students.**
The group is composed of the student
government cabinet and specific individuals from the university community. who
will be invited to serve on the task force.
"We will analyze services and ask, are
we justified in raising the fee?" Spellman
said.
An proposed increase in the activity fee
must he approyed by the student body in a

general referendum.
If prompt action is not taken by the
task
force the vote on any proposed
increase by
the students would not occur unt:.
fall—eliminating the potential for
a
fee in September and delaying an
approyc
increase until January 1981.
Spellman. however, hopes the
student
senate will be able to use Int,,r-

Ice justified
in raising the fee?"
collected by the task force when it
starts
the annual budgeting process in April.
Should the students decide against an
activities fee increase, despite a recorr,
mendation by the task force for
higher
rates. Spellman said. "we would he forced
Isee TASK FORCE page 11

Outgoing!DB president Pam Burch takes a call in the hallw
ay outside IDB1OCB oftic,
in the union. 'photo by Donna Sotomayeri
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Off campus newsletter
denied bulk mail permit
by Paul Fillmore
Staff writer
The OCB newsletter "Off
Center"
received final word from the unive
rsity
yesterday it would not be allowed
to use
the third class bulk rate mailing
permit.
Current editor of the newsletter.
Crilly
Ritz. called the decision disappoint
ing and
said the newsletter was a "viable
service"
to the university community
which had
"something for everyone in it."
The OCB newletter was refused permission to use the bulk rate permit earlier this
semester because of a controversy stemming from the printing of drug prices in teh
publication.
Leonard Harlow, director of PICS.
said
the decision "is not a probl
em of
censorship of of editorial freed
om." He
said the refusal to allow OCB
to use the
bulk rate permit was not a
university
decision but one of the post office.
The post
office has started to crack down
on illegal,
as tbey see it, use of the bulk
rate mailing
permit.— he said

Restaurant
OPEN 5 to 9
Closed Monogr/1

Harlow also said only "full
fledged
recognized university department
s are
allowed to use the permit. We have
to ht.
ultra-conscious in the use of it.
to Harlow. almost all stude
nt
organizations are not eligible
to use the
permit. Organizations like
the Alumni
Association and the Fraternity
Board have
also been told that they. canno
t use the
permit.
OCB's only alternative is to get
its own
bulk rate permit through stude
nt government. According to Ritz.
that was
supposed to happen last Janua
ry, but
student government has yet
to purchase a
permit.
Out-going OCB President Chris
Grimes
said the newsletter would proba
bly not go
out this semester because
of the post
office's crackdown. "It looks real
had for
the rest of the semester.•• he
said
Grimes also said he felt that not havin
ga
newsletter hurt the board this semes
ter. "I
feel that by not having the newsl
etter we
suffered a lot." he said.
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Fuel conserved,
but costs climb...
by Michael J. Finnegan
Staff writer
Despite successful energy conservation
at UMO. the cost of energy continues to
rise unabated.
The 98 buildings making up UMO's
central area are kept operational by two
energy. sources namely oil and electricity.
The increase cost of oil has nearly
doubled from the 1978-79 fiscal year.
UMO, for the period of June through
February 1979-80, consumed 42, 175
barrels of oil at a total cost of $945,890. The

Lcml
c°wn
Friday March 28
Noon "What Happened at Three
Mile Island?" A Penobscot Valley
Energy Alliance presentation in front
of the Memorial Union.
4 p.m. lifestyles Study Group
meeting. MCA building.
4:30 p.m. Sabbath Eve Services
sponsored by Hillel. Drummond
Chapel.
6:30 p.m. WMEB-FM Conversation
with the Eagles.
7 and 9:30 p.m. SEA movie "King of
the Gypsies." 101 English/Math.
8 p.m. His Kids concert. Damn
Yankee.
8 pm. Ram's Horn Coffee House.
Jackie Snow and Jan Steiner.
8 p.m. "Comedy Connection" Hauck
Auditorium.
Midnight WMEB-FM "Midnight
Armenian Radio Hour.Saturday. March 29
Homemade Kite Flying Contest.
Sign up in the Student Activities
Office, Memorial Union.
10a.m. to 2p.m. The Eastern Maine
Association for the Education of
Young Children is sponsoring a
"Day for Discovery." This science
fair for pre-schoolers will be held at
the First Baptist Church. 56 Center
St., Bangor. Children ages two
through five are welcome to visit
with their parents. Admission is 25
cents.
6:30. 8:30, 10:30p.m. SEA movie
"Animal House." Hauck Auditorium,
8p.m. Ram's Horn Coffee House
Libby Mollman and Mike Macedo.
p.m. WMEB•FM "Charlie Daniels
Band Volunteer Jam."
Sunday, March 30

1978-79 figures for the same period show
UMO consumed more barrels of oil. 47,970
and paid 1590.000. One barrel contains 42
gallons of oil. the 1979-80 figures amount
to a 12 percent savings in the consumption
of oil at UMO.
During the 1978-79 fiscal year, the
highest price per barrel of number six oil,
which provides 98 percent of UMO's oil
demands. was $12.50. However. UMO in
• January and February 1979-80 shelled out
as much as $25 per barrel of oil.
"University fuel is bid and it's anchored
to the published Platt's Oilgram high price
in Portland Harbor." said Murray Billington, director of UMO purchasing department.
"Temporary voluntary allowances(TVA)
usually causes our price to be less than the
established high," Billington added.
The oilgram serves as a "bench mark"
for the university in evaluating bids by oil
companies, such as Sprague Oil Company,
Portsmouth. N.H. which provides oil to
UMO now, Billington said. The added cost
of oil due to the unstable oil market and
inability for a fixed rate is passed on to
UMO.
What conservation efforts at UMO have
Isee OIL PRICES page 121
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Steam plant worker Don Lagasse makes adjustments on the steam plant's heating
equipment.

...although relief may be on the way
by Tim McCloskey
Staff writer
The university received word this week
that federal grants have been approved for
financial assistance on six separate energy
conservation projects which will cost
almost $450,000. according to William
Johansen, director of engineering services.
The grants were awarded by the
Department of Energy on March 15.
Johansen said.
"Verbal approval has been given." he
said, and "we're starting (the work) right
now.• •
The federal grants v. ill pay for SO percent
of the total cost while the university as a
whole or System Wide Services will pay for
25 percent of the cost, and UMO will cover
the remaining 25 percent. Johansen said.
According to the requests for federal
grants. the projects break down into two
categories: energy conservation measures
(ECM) and technical assistance (TA).
The first ECM is designed to recover
heat expelled from the Stodder Commons
kitchen exhaust system. Heat recovery
devices will be installed to use the warm
exhaust air to heat incoming air. The total
cost of this project will be $40,727 with an
estimated annual savings of $7,254, which
works out to a simple payback period of 5.6

years. The simple payback period is
computed by dividing the total cost by the
estimated annual savings.
The second ECM involves installing the
same type of heat recovery devices at
Wells Commons. The total cost of this
ECM will be $48,237, with an estimated
annual savings of S12.534 and a simple
payback period of 3.8 years.
The third ECM will take place at the field
house, and is by far the single most costly
measure proposed. The field house will
receive a new face of insulation on its
north, east and west sides, where the
single pane glass now exists. Insulating
panels constructed of two inches of
styrofoam and an exterior of white stucco
will be installed over the old glass walls.
The south side of the building was
completed a year and a half ago. While the
cost of this measure will be $190.000. the
estimated savings will be S65.100 and the
simple payback period will be 2.9 years.
Another ECM which will increase the
energy efficiency at UMO. involves dual
measures for the Athletic Complex.
encompassing Memorial Gym, Wallace
Pool and the field house. The existing
incandescent lights now in "the pit" will
be replaced with more efficient metalhalide
lamps and fixtures. In addition, microprocessors will be installed to automatically control the heating and ventilating

** * * * * * * ** * ** * * * * * * * * *

3p.m. Wells Complex Recital Series
UMO Chamber Series. Wells
Lounge.
6:05 p.m. WMEB-FM "The Helleni.
Voice.••
7p.m. Musicals "Oliver" 101 Eng
lish/Math.
10p.m. WMEB-FM "King Biscuit
Flower Hour."

°cal

Before your next interview,
let Scissor Wizard give you
the professional image
you need.
$8 20%savings
(same price as between 1974 and 1978)
9-5 Mon.,Tues.,
Wed.,Sat.
9-7 Thurs.and Fri.
Corner of Harnariond and
Main St.
Tel. 942-0785

*

systems in the Athletic Complex and
achieve peak efficiency. The cost of the
new lighting system will be $12,532 with an
estimated annual savings of $3,665 which
works out to a simple payback period of 3.4
ears. The central control system for the
[see

CONSERVATION page 12]

CAMPUS \
CRIER
Classifieds

FRISBEE with electronic (LED.)
lights. Fantastic as it flys through
the air! Send $12 cash, M.O. only to:
Jim Apple 74 Humphrey ST.
Swampscott, MA. 01907. Allow 2-3
weeks delivery. 41-2tp
FOUND—solid copper bracelet in
front of Rogers Hall. Has distinctive
markings. To identify and claim call
Chris, 218 Aroostook Hall, 581-7361.
Retired couple desires small. furn•
ished
apartment for
summer
months. Prefer Brewer area. Please
send details to:
Robert Small
1957 Wilmington Ct.
Orlando, Fla. 32817
HELP WANTED. Address and Stuff
envelopes at home. $800 possible per
month. Any age or location. See ad
under
Business
Opportunities.
Triple "S."
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES. Address and stuff envelopes at home.
$800 per month possible. Offer,
details, send SI (refundable) to:
Triple 'S." 869-1,5 Juniper, Pinon
Hills, CA. 92372.
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Suit of armor
I remember the first time one of ms
stories prompted an angry. letter to the
editor. I had written a commentary about
sexism on television, and another journalism student wrote a letter telling me and
the entire LIMO community that I was more
tir less nuts.
I was crushed. First, I couldn't believe
that anyone could disagree with me
violently enough to write a lengthy letter to
MN' editor. Secondly. I was angry that he
had used my first name throughout the
letter. I cringed every time I saw it jump
out at me. And finally. I thought I had a
right to reply.. but the editor said no.

fli\\D
ifstwef
•

If I had only known what was to
come...Now. just three publications since
returning from vacation, it has been a
prime complaint week. It seems that all in
one day we were hit from all sides. If I had
to go through this back then. I know I
would :lave quit journalism forever.
Something has happened in those two

,5E(1
- —MN

Flat on its face
"We will seek student input."
Why does anyone bother to repeat that
phrase anymore? Student input is an
outdated term which doesn't seem to have
a whole lot of impact anymore. if it ever
did.
Although the Inter-Dormitory Board
opposed the idea of quiet sections, it
apparently was meant to be.
Student Government President Dave
Spellman has been attending dorm
meetings since taking office. It's a pretty
good way to get a feel of what the students
are thinking.
A lot of them are thinking they don't
like the idea of quiet sections.
And Spellman recommended the quiet

ears.

Along with most of the other journalism
students who were with me then and hase
hung on. I have constructed a suit of
armor, one layer at a time. with esery
attack I received along the way.
The suit is still able to be dented, but it's
pretty tough now

section idea be dropped.
"It was an unpopular decision to
make," he said referring to Vice President
Tom Aceto's approval of six quiet sections
at UMO and six at BCC.
Spellman even pointed out the
absurdity of the placement of one of the
sections—directly below a "disco
section."
Although quiet studying sections sound
like a good thing to some students, it
seems most do not agree. The student
input was overwhelmingly negative.
But, once again, student input fell flat.
Students go on forming task forces,
advisory committees and group forums,
but what difference does it make if their
recommendations are not taken?

true.
I look around this office and I see some
reporters that look an awful lot like me two
years ago. And although they try to
pretend they're not bothered when a
reader tears apart their work in print. it
sometimes shows.
We have a couple reporters this
semester who have really taken a beating—usually undeservedlv. Their armor is
still pretty thin. It hurts to watch the lames
sink in.

Unhappy anniversary
soon. Not ever.
Members of the Penobscot Energy
Alliance will be publicly reading the
statement today. They provided the
Campus with the document.
But it's not up to a small group, such as
the alliance, alone to remember the
anniversary and react to it. They believe
everyone, whether for or against nuclear
power, should stop for a minute today and
really think about it.

But every now and then. someone will
,.ome in and say something good about a
reporter's story, and that one crumb of
praise will wipe out a dozen barbs.
That's the good thing about the
reporter's suit of armor. It helps the blows
bounce off but it lets the occasional
,ompliment sink right
in.
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But there's not other way to build up (ha(
protective shell but through experience. I
know the ones receiving the flack now will
he better reporters sooner
Because they're finding out that somebody will always disagree with an
opinion—violently enough to write a
lengthy letter. Also their names will be in
print and they'll take responsibility for
what they've written. And finally, they
know that there comes a time to keep quiet.
They are not always going to get a chance
to respond to their adversaries' charges, no
matter how much they want to.

T.E.

It has been a year already. One year
ago, Three Mile Island became a
household word.
And the nightmare of a possible nuclear
disaster bubbled extremely close to the
surface of things.
Today the Campus offers an excerpt
from transcripts written from the Nuclear
Regulatory Committee meetings on the
Three Mile Island topic, because the
incident shouldn't be forgotten —not so
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New Games effort

EQUAL TIME
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The Student Recreation and Park
Society is planning a New Games
Tournament for May 10. We would
like every organization on campus to
become involved, whether it be selling
lemonade or running a game. New
Games are a community effort.
On April 2 at 6:30 p.m. in the Sutton
Lounge in the Union. the Student
Recreation and Park Society will be
holding an informational meeting and
slide presentation on New Games. If
you are curious about New Games ;sr

The daily Maine Campus welcomes
letters to the editor. Please keep
them brief and type them doublespaced. We may have to edit letters
for space, clarity, taste, style
accuracy or libel.
Send them to us at Suite 7A. Lord
Hall. UMO. Orono. Maine 04469.
Please include signature, phone
number and address. Names with
held in special circumstances.

want to become involved in this esent.
then we encourage you to attend this
meeting.
New Games involve a total
community effort. Come on. 'oecome
involved in some fun. New Games are
played by people of all sizes and ages;
and the games themselves involve
cooperation. creativity. and fun. They
are an experience in play.
Sincerely
Terry LaRochelle

Pointing out all the mistakes
To the Editor:
a history ot oias and prejudice in this
This letter is in response to the
state. that it was evident on this
errors. misquoted material, and
campus. and that the members of the
misleading information which recently
cabinet are part of this campus. I gave
appeared in the Campus concerning
Stephen an example of that bias and
F.A.R.O.G.
prejudice which he chose not to use. I
In his article of 2/28/80. "Cabinet
wonder why? Here it is again for all of
FAROG
funding."Glen
votes against
you
to decide. When Senator Edward
our
renamed
Chase
(Tcd)Kennedy spoke to the university
organization. e are not the Francostudents and faculty in early February I
Anierican Research Opportunity
found the necessary courage and
Group but the Franco-American
determination to address him in French
Resources Opportunities Group. and if (see
Campus Observations in Le
Mr. Chase had taken the time to
F.A.R.O.G. Forum. March 1980) and
research his material properly . he
got booed for my effort. But when the
would have known that we have been
senator responded in stiff Parisian
so named since 1971. Mr. Chase went
French he got a round of applause.
on to say that only I I people
Qu'est-ce que ca veut dire ca?
participate in our organization and
I believe that much of what has
that less than one-third of our
transpired is due to basic ignorance on
distribution is on campus. Not entirely
the part of certain individuals. When
We
Glen.
true.
distribute
Mr. Betts called us to do an interview
approximately 2.INNI of our 6.500
he did not even know where our office
copies on campus for general
was located. We are not part of the
consumption. but we also mail out
Canada House. Stephen. We are right
approximately LIMO copies to faculty
across the street from you in 208
and staff in the Old Town/ Bangor
Fernald Hall. Anyone interested in
area. Not everyone connected with the
learning more about us is welcome to
university
lives
campus! sisit
on
at any time. Venez-nous voir? Ca
Furthermore. although only I I
pourait etre utile. (This includes you
students are currently working within
Tammy!) I am also not the associate
the Franco-American Office. this is by
director as Mr. Betts stated in his
no means the extent of our
article, but the graduate student
membership. for by the very nature of assistant for L'Office Francoour organization every person who
Americain.
contributes to the efforts of our
Finally. Tammy Eves' editorial.
journal and office is considered part of "Think Before You Speak." really
the organization. If we are to consider
adds insult to injury. She supports Mr.
our
contributors
then
these
Betts who erroneously quoted M.
membership is closer to 30-40. and let
Labbe and then stated that his "article
us not forget the people who read our
and the quote were accurate." Wrong
jounal----they are the most important
again. Tammy! One more time--I said
part of the organization.
those things and in a different context
Stephen Betts' article. "Cabinet
than was quoted in the Campus. Ms.
Decision Called Prejudicial." 2/29/80.
Eves also advises that we (along with
went one step further in renaming us
others who deal with the Maine
by referring to us as the French ('ampus) should be careful before
American Research Opportunity
speaking emotionally and then we
Group. What is worse, and is almost
wouldn't later regret what we have
unforgiseable. Mr. Betts quoted Yvon
said. First of all. Tammy. I didn't react
A. Labbe (notice there is an accent
emotionally and secondly. and more
on that e Stephen) as haying said that
importantly. I don't regret anything I
there has been "bias and prejudice" in
said--as a matter of fact I wish I had
the state for 150 years. Yvon Labbe
said more.
never said that----I did! I was
I have just been reminded of another
responding to Mr. Betts' inquiry as to example of bias and prejudice on this
the presence of prejudice and bias in campus. Last year four Francothe cabinet decision. After considering
American students were asked not to
his question (obviously he must have speak French while in the Wells
thought that it existed for he asked us Commons cafeteria. This is similar to
the question) I said that there was asking a black person to change his

color to please the whites! One of these
students would not comply with this
and after several discussions with thepowers-that-be managed to get an
apology for all four. What was even
more discouraging in this matter was
that the person in charge at Wells
Commons directed a Franco-American
employee to inform the students of the
ban on French speaking. What do you
call that?
There is no anger at this point. There
is no need tor emotion. What I feel the
need to do is set the record straight and
to pass on a message to the Maine
Campus staff
THINK BEFORE
YOU WRITE.
Sincerely.
Ludger H. Duplessis
L'Office Franco-American
Editor's note: The Campus still
maintains that Mr. Labbe said there
was "bias and prejudice." The story
referred to quoted Mr. Labbe. not Mr.
Duplessis. The reporter asked if there
was prejudice only after Labbe made
the quote in order to confirm it. not to
direct Labbe's answer.

Outing sale
To the Editor:
Do you have any outdoor equipment that is just laying around taking
up space? Or do you have a lot of empty space and not outdoor equipment?
If the answer is yes to either of the
above questions. then the Maine
Outing Club has a solution. On April
Fools Day. we are sponsoring our
second Swap Shop. It will take place in
the North and South Lown rooms in
the Memorial Union between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m. Bring in your equipment to
sell anytime on Tuesday and it will be
put on display. While you are there.
shop around and buy something or
maybe trade with someone.
The Maine Outing Club will take a
10 percent commission on all items
sold. So bring down al those items that
have outlived their usefulness to you
and make some deals. Y ou can't lose.
and chances are you'll walk away with
some extra cash in your pocket.
Nels Liljedahl
President MOC

Trash and treasures
Liz Hale
I'm a political coward.
It's getting to be that you can't
go anywhere on campus without
someone asking you what you
think of Kennedy's chances. Carter's strategy. or Reagan's hair.
The minute I hear someone
spouting the lite and times of his
favorite candidate. I hide under
the nearest rock.
It's not that I don't try to keep
up. I mean I do try a little.
I've listened to Kennedy talk in
circles.
I've listened to Carter saying.
"Leave me alone. I'm too busy
running the country to deal with
elections"
I've listened to Reagan saying.
"Vote for me because I'm so
photogenic; if I can be a good actor. I can be a better diplomat "
I've heard Brown saying. "But
it worked so well in Califor-
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Under my rock
nia...."
And I've heard Anderson
saying."
It's just not worth it. I haven't
found anyone who's half decent
in this many-man race. (OhLord.
I can see it now. I'll be inundated
with letters telling me I'm wrong
and
that
Carter/Reagan/Bush/Anderson/
Kennedy/Brown/Pat Paulson'
etc. is really the best of all.)
But I'm going to stay under my
rock. I'll do my darnedest to stay
out of all political discussions
When November comes. I'll
quietly slip into the booth and
vote for the man. if not of my
choice. at least the lesser of two
(or six) evils.
So in the mean time. from the
bottom of my heart. if you wish
to campaign for your man
around me...DON'T.

„ .and more opinion

ktairie

The fact is after World War II
during our "Atoms for Peace"
program we 'olew seven tons of
plutonium into the atmosphere.
The fact is racioactive waste from
nuclear plants is 100 times more concentrated than military waste.
The fact is the Rasmussen report. an
often referred to "pro-nuclear" government report (10 inches thick) has
statistics that. when worked out. figure
the amount of fuel needed to run
Maine Yankee for one year will kill 1.6
million people in future generations.
From what you ask? The waste? No.
The radon gases which escape from the
uranium "tailings" are the culprit.
The fact is Westinghouse and
General Electric wouldn't even build
nuclear power plants until our beloved
Congress passed into law the "Price
Anderson Act" which limits liability in
case of a nuclear accident to S560
million. Any damages beyond that are
just tough luck. Sound bad? Well. the
Rasmussen report reveals that a "meltdown" could cause 517 billion damage
and destroy and area the size of Pennsylvania for thousand of years. For
property damage alone, that means a
victim would only get about three and
a half cents back for every dollar lost.
which doesn't account for lives lost
and suffering.
The fact is your own insurance
policy has a clause which excludes
damages by nuclear disaster.
The fact is President Carter's
Kemeny Report on Three Mile Island
claims TMI came within 61) minutes of
a meltdown. The Rogovin Study report
of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
special interest group found if a shift
foreman had filed to block off the
stuck open plressurizer release valve a,
TMI at two hours 22 minutes into the
accident "to see if that would help the
situation." the action would have led
to a situation which "projections show
that within 30 to 60 minutes a substantial amount of the reactor's core would
have begun to meltdown-with uncertain but potentially disasterous consequences."
The fact is the computer printout at
TMI was 60minutes behind.
The fact is in Oregon. police arrested
I I security guards at the Trojan
Nuclear Plant and confiscated 2.2
pounds of cocaine and a large quantity

of LSD.
The fact is our supply of uranium is
already diminishing. Our government
hasn't found a substantial uranium
deposit in 20 years. And they are
looking with our tax dollars.
The fact is the supply of uranium is
controlled by a cartel. Sound familiar?
The fact is the price of uranium has
skyrocketed 600 percent in the last six
years.
The fact is Westinghouse can't supply uranium to plants they promised to
and consequently have 16 suits against
them.
The fact is in 1898 one of the few
things scientists did know was that a
little radiation is dangerous and more
was worse.
The fact is we still are paying for and
constructing three nuclear bombs each
day. adding to the world's stockpile of
34).000. That is the equisalent of 15
sticks of dynamite for every person on
earth.
The fact is the United States is
wasting 40 percent of our energy.
The fact is nuclear power only supplies 4 percent of our total energy. or
12 percent of our electricity.
The fact is to fuel our 72
sporadically operating nuclear plants
requires the equisalent of six large
reactors operating at 100 percent
capacity—or 11 such reactors operating
at normal levels ("capacity factors").
This electricity is consumed in the extremely energy-intense enriching
process. which produces a fuel concentrated enough (in U-235) to power
today's reactors. These enriching plants were built with taxpayers' money.
The fact is Carter just approved
another refining facility.
The fact is no matter how we decide
to dispose of our radio-actise waste or
decommission our plants it will add
considerably to the already rising cost
of nuclear power.
The fact is there are alternatives. We
already have the technology to use
hydrogen as a fuel for electrical
generation as well as for vehicles.
Hydrogen (H2)can be separated from
water (H20) and when burned it once
again produces water. Sound good?
Congress thought it was good
enough to have a pilot plant built. The
only problem being they gave our tax
dollars to Exxon. When Exxon alreads
owns uranium, oil. coal. shale v.hv
would they develop "water" power?
That's Congress for you.
The fact of the matter is we are not
being told all of the facts. and that's a
fact.
Submitted by.
Mark Robie. Winslow. and Tess
Williams
303 Kennebec Hall

Invisible foes
To the Editor:
I attended the forum held on March
I I. that was held to inform the administration
out how the students
felt about the ?roposed quiet sections.
Many good points were mentioned
about the so .:alled need for quiet sections and equally the same number of
points about not having them. All the
points against the quiet sections were
brought up by students and all points
ts for the quiet sections were brought
up by the administrators who were
present at the forum. The administrators who were present were the
people that sighted the need and
proposed the policies about the quiet
sections. It was brought up that about
500 students every year express a need
for quiet sections. If that many students every year express a need for quiet
sections If that many students every

year want quiet sections then there
should he about 21E0 students who
now want this kind of lifestyle. Of the
95 students that attended the forum.
none of them spoke in lasor of quies
sections. and it there were students at
the forum who wanted quiet sections.
To the Editor:
none spoke about it. This makes me
think about who are these 2000 inI wish to commend you for the
s isiOle students.
story on alcohol in Feb. 29's issue
for
These forums were places
of the ('ampus. While everyone
students to air their views about quiet
does not have an alcohol
who
people
sections. If the ins isible
problem. per se it is an issue that
want quiet sections didn't care enought
directly effects all of our lives and
forums.
the
views
at
to express their
one to which we all have a
then this makes it clear that they don't
responsibility to respond.
really care for quiet sections either Alcohol abuse is a major health
The few students who did care.
problem
on campus and in
especially the students from Ansociety at large. Because it has, in
droscoggin and Gannett Halls who
a sense. 'oecome "a way of life"
have been attending the forums.
for much of our society we
meetings
for
student senate and IDB
quickly assume we know all there
weeks trying to make their views
is to know about it. The fact is,
sections.
having
quiet
about
known
not
most people have very !milled
feel they are being given the run
knowledge of alcohol and its efaround.
fects on the body and mind I
We the students, who don't want our
hope your story will help
lifestyles changed. in contrast to the
stimulate discussions in the
invisible students. have made our siews
university community and open
known. But as we attend more and
doors
for people to get the help.
more
meetings
that
we
more
we feel
are
education
or information the
invisible. than the people who haven't
feel they need.
said a word in favor of quiet sections.
I ask you the students that want
Sincerely yours.
ouiet sections to become visible. I ask
'ohne Morrison
you: the invisible supporters of quiet
Associate Director of Residential
sections. the people that seem to have
Life
more clout with the administration, to
make yourselses heard. That is. if you
realls exist at all.
And I ask you the readers of the
Maine Campus. who do you really
think the invisible people are? The
students against the quiet section
movement who are being given the run
around or the students who haven't
said a word at all but yet have the adTo the Editor:
ministration around their finger?

Alcohol

Facts on nuclear power
To the Editor:
"The fact is that in 22 years of
commercial nuclear power operation
there has not been a single atom-caused
fatality.”
That's a quote from a Mobile ad I
read recently. The multi-national
"energy" conglomerates have launched a multi-million dollar campaign
to save nuclear power. .
This quote is a half-truth similar to a
lot of their double talk.
The fact is during the last 22 years of
commercial nuclear power plant
operation. it has never 'oeen proven
that any member of the public has
died from radiation.
Now that they are corrected about
their fact. I have a few.
The fact is three workers in a nuclear
plant in Idaho were killed while
working on the fuel assembly.
The fact is Madam Curie, the
woman that a curie of radiation was
named after. died of over-exposure to
radiation.
The fact is body cells which are exppsed to radiation stay "dormant" for
15 to 20 years before developing cancer
when it becomes difficult at best to
prove anything.
The fact is damage done to the
genetic pool won't show up until future
generations.
The fact is if one pound of
plutonium (a waste product of Maine
Yankee) were evenly distributed to
every man. woman and child in the
world, we would all die.
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Jimmy fund

Mitch Michaud
Gannett Hall

Good job

This letter is just a reminder to all of
you that the Fiji Marathon will be held
on April 4-5. The proceeds of this
event will all go to the Jimmy Fund
which is to benefit cancer research for
children. If any team is still interested
in running in the marathon. the
deadline has 'oeen pushed up to Saturday. March 29. There are many
positions (lap counters. timers. etc.)
that need to 'oe Filled in order for the
marathon to be a success. Our goal is
between S1( i 5.4)00, and with
esersone's support. we should oimain
our goal. If you can't help, please
come down to the gym and root your
friends on. Thank you for your
cooperation in this worthwhile project.

To the Editor:
We are writing to commend the
members of the Unisersity of Maine
Conduct Committee for their
thoughtful, well-reasoned decision on
the controversial Theta Chi case in the
face of great pressure and strong
emotions on both sides of the issue. We
attcr,ded the long hearing thes
conducted to collect information on
the Theta Chi appeal. and testified on
Sincerely yours.
behalf of Theta Chi concerning the
The brothers
contradiction between state law and
Sisters
Little
University. policies. In our opinion, the
and Pledges of
seven members of the Conduct
Phi Gamma Delta
Committee
handled
their
responsibilities in a fair. even-handed
manner; particularly the chairman who
was under great pressure as he
tried to
steer clear of the potential hazards
inherent in the process.
While we feel the committee
performed well, we have some
concerns that the conduct code. under
which they are required to act.
To the Editor:
may
violate the concept of due
process.
Should future rulings of the
The first time I heard the word
committee
result in significant action being
"wicked" I thought it to be a relatively
taken
against an individual or
harmless. "I got a wicked 'oad
organizat
there exists a real potential for ion.
headache." someone uttered.
the
courts of our state to rule the
well isn't that cute. I thought.
conduct
code, and the procedures
Classes
have been wicked boring, tests
followed 'os
the committee, in violation
has e been wicked hard.
of
the
Maine
and
Having been bombarded with this
United
States
Constitutions. In our opinion.
colloquialism for close to a year now. I
the
University Conduct Committee
hae changed my feelings drastically.
or the
student government should
The proverbial straw fell one day as I
ask
the
attorney general of the State
was eating a bag of potato chips.
of Maine
to review the conduct
"They're wicked good." was printed
code and to
render an opinions as to
right there on the bag! I almost died.
code might violate either whether the
After I barfed I decided to do
It is better to anticipate Constitution.
something about it. The word
problems
and
work to correct them than
"Wicked" has been banned from 1 ll)
for some outside agency, it is to wait
Hannibal. Violators will be deported to
such
as
the
courts, to force correction
Fort Kent in a Circus Time potato chip
s.
'oag.
Yours Truly.
Intolerably your..
Richard Davies
Dan
Representative - Orono
Ill) Hannibal Hamlin Hall
Robert Barry

Wicked words
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guest commentary -

Excerpts of NRC meetings on Three Mile Island
Today is the .first anniversary of the
accident at the Three Mile Island
nuclear
power plant near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, an accident that brought clearly into
the public eye the fact that the operation
of
a nuclear power plant is not without
risk.
For the ,first time, many people began
to
comprehend the magnitude of this risk.
and many began to ask if the regulatory
agencies were doing enough to guarantee
their safety.
NARRATOR: The most serious—and
most publicized—accident in the history of
commercial nuclear power began at the
Three Mile Island nuclear plant. near
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. a few seconds
after 4 a.m. on Wednesday, March 28,
1979. The actual and potential severity of
the situation led the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (the NRC) to go into "continuous" session almost immediately after
they were notified. Officials al Three Mile
Island first called the NRC regional office
at 7:04 a.m.; it was 7:50 before the
switchboard there was able to notify any of
the people on their emergency notification
list. The regional office called the NRC
headquarters at 8:00 a.m. to notify them of
the situation. By that time, the utilities
owning Three Mile Island had declared a
general emergency at the plant.
The atmosphere at NRC headquarters
was somewhat chaotic. The session, which
extended through the duration of the
event. Yyas a hectic, informal, and
often-interrupted string of conferences.
Telephone calls and conferences held in
designated conference rooms were recorded. Excerpts from those recordings were
made available by McGraw-Hill in their
publication Nucleonics Week. We hope
that by reading from those excerpts now,
on the anniversary of the accident at Three
Mile Island. we may provide some insight
into the chaotic situation that existed then.
A report released by the NRC's special
inquiry group into the Three Mile Island
accident says that if operators had not
closed a key valve at 6:22 a.m., just "to see
if it would help." a substantial amount of
the reactor's core would have begun to
melt down within 30 to 60 minutes. before
the NRC was even notified, with potentially'
disastrous results. We must never again
come this close to disaster.
The characters at NRC's Bethesda,
Maryland headquarters are NRC Chairman
Joseph Hendrie. Commissioners Peter
Bradford. Victor Gilinsky and Richard
Kenneth. NRC Director of Operations Lee
Gossick and Public Affairs Person Joseph
Fouchard. At Three Mile Island are NRC's
Director of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Harold Denton and Director of NRC's
System Safety Division Roger Mattson.
In the scene you are about to see it is
9:37 a.m. March 30 and Harold Denton at
TMI is talking with the people at the
headquarters.
GOSSICK: We have got a deteriorating
situation up there with regard to some
releases. The Governor is asking us to
confirm what he is getting from the plant
which says that they had an uncontrolled
release of stuff which may result in
something like up to 1.200 millirem per
hour. They are planning to—
DENTON:—they are getting 63 curies
per second and I can't explain to you the
mathematics, but what they are saying is if
that's true. by comparing it with what we
know the shutdown rate was and the
measurements taken at the north gate and
those were yesterday, they were on the
order of the times of what they were
yesterday. which would put us somewhere
in the 1.200 millirem per hour.
KENNEDY: For where?
DENTON: Well. you know wind, and it
will fall off with the distance. of course.
1.200—
KENNEDY: It would be 1,200 at the
tower?
DENTON: Yes, sir, correct. Then it
would fall off, of course. as it went out.
What we are trying to do is to figure out
what to tell Governor Thornburgh who is
insisting on accurate information from the
NRC about what he does about evacuation.
GILINSKY: Well, let me ask you. the

fact that you are multiplying this by 20,
does that mean that the close in range of
the release for, say, the closest communities, would be 20 times what it would be in
the plant yesterday?
GOSSICK: Yes, that's what they are
saying.
GILINSKY: Well, that's pretty high.
GOSSICK: I don't know how good the 10
gallon per let-down rate is, but I think the
63 curies is comparing it with what they
knew of the let-down of yesterday.
BRADFORD: What actual measurements do you have?
GOSSICK: I can't give you any at the
moment. The ARMS airplane is taking
measurements. but I don't have anything
that is current since this happened here,
you understand. The source has been
sealed again and I think this is probably
being released for one or two hours. We
don't know, however, whether that's good
for any period of time—
GILINSKY: Do we have any ground
readings from around the site?
GOSSICK: I don't have any at the
moment.
DENTON: No data have come in, these
were calculated numbers, a function of
miles and I guess Gossick has given those
to you already.
GILINSKY: WO, would we be getting
any, do we have any monitoring equipment?
DENTON: There is a lot up there. Vic.
but it takes a %tide for it to ever get back
here.
GILINSKY: Well, is there any way to get
in touch with them quickly?
DENTON: Historically. Vic, it takes an
hour from the time the guy makes the
measurement on the ground before he gets
the call back here.
HENDRIE: Harold. have you been—
have you talked to Vollmer of site analysis
in the last 15 minutes or so?
DENTON: No. I haven't.
HENDRIE: Is he on top of it?
DENTON: I sure hope so, but he is not in
the dialing communications line and I have
not been able to reach him.
FOUCHARD: This is Joe, Mr. Chairman. I just had a call from my guy in the
Governor's office and he says the Governor
says the information he is getting from the
plant is ambiguous. that he needs some
recommendations from the NRC.
DENTON: It is really difficult to get the
data. We seem to get it after the fact. They
opened the valves this morning, or the
let-down. and were releasing at a
6-curie-per-second rate before anyone
knew about it. By the time we got fully up
to speed. apparently they had stopped:
there was a possible release on the order of
an hour or an hour and a half—
GILINSKY: This is from the containment?
DENTON: Well, it was coolant from the
:ontainment; apparently it got released
into the radwaste or the auxiliary building
and was vented out through the normal
release point. We calculate doses of 170
millirem per hour at one mile, about half
that at two miles. and at five miles about
1 7. Apparently. it is stopped now, though
I'd say there is a puff release cloud going in
the northeast direction, and we'll just have
to see. We did advise thc state police to
evacuate out to five miles, but whether that
has really gotten pulled off, we'll just have
to—
FOUCHARD: Well, the Governor has to
authorize that, and he is waiting for a
recommendation from us.
NARRATOR: This conversation was
followed by an inconclusive discussion of
what way the wind was actually blowing
at the site and whether an evacuation now
would mean moving people from an area
which the radioactive plume had already
passed into an area the plume was
approaching. resulting in increased exposure for those evacuating. This lack of
firm information on wind speed. wind
direction, current plume location, and
possibility ef more releases led to the
following discussion:
DENTON: ....I sure wish I had better
data!
HENDRIE: Yes. Your current link out to
the site is just not operating. What is the

situation? Who are you talking to out
there, and is there an open line out there?
DENTON: I'm not sure. Let me ask.
(Pause to ask someone.) We talk to our guy
in the control room who bends over and
asks questions while we are talking to him
and gets back on the phone. So we do have
out people in the control room who search
out the answers. But with regard to any
actual or hard numbers for release. rate,
Lyrics. quantities, doses offsite, that
process seems to take hours.
FOUCHARD: Don't you think as a
precautionary measure there should be
some evacuation?
HENDRIE: Probably, but I must say, it
is operating totally in the blind. and I don't
have any confidence at all that if we order
an evacuation of people from a place where
they have already gotten a piece of the
dose they aren't going to get into an area
which will have none of what it's going to
get—and now they move there and get the
whole thing.
DENTON: I don't have any basis for
believing that it might not happen—is not
likely to happen again. I don't understand
the reason for this one yet.
FOUCHARD: I believe as a precautionary measure—
HENDRIE: I think we had better
get—Harold. see if you can get some sort
of a better link established. 'turn to
Fouchard) Now, Joe, it seems to me I have
got to talk to the Governor.
FOUCHARD: I think you have got to talk
to him immediately.
HENDRIE—do it immediately. Here we
are operating almost totally in the blind,
his information is ambiguous. mine is
non-existent and—I don't know, it's like a
couple of blind men staggering around
making decisions.
NARRATOR: The conversations go on
and on in this vein and eventually
Chairman Hendrie advised the Governor to
evacuate pregnant women and pre-school
age children within a five-mile radius, as a
precautionary measure, and recommended
that the rest of the people stay indoors. At
12:40 p.m. that same day. Chairman
Hendrie and Roger Mattson. Director of
NRC's Systems Safety Division. who is
apparently at Three Mile Island. had an
extended conversation that went something like this:
MATTSON: Babcock & Wilcox and we
have both concluded, some hours ago—
sometime after midnight—that we have
extensive damage to this core. That
corroborates with the releases we are
seeing. which are TID and may be even
worse. as I understand it from the radiation
people. My best guess is that the core
uncovered, stayed uncovered for a long
period of time. We saw failure modes, the
likes of which have never been analyzed. It
isn't like a loss of coolant accident. Some
kind of swelling. rupture. oxidation near
the top of the quarter center of the
assembly. We just learned that on the
afternoon of the first day, some 10 hours
into the transient, there was a 28-pound
containment pressure spike. We are
guessing that may have been a hydrogen
explosion. They for some reason never
reported it here until this morning. That
would have given us a clue hours ago that
the thermocouples were right and we had a
partially disassembled core.
NARRATOR: Mattson goes on to
describe the calculations used to determine
the volume of the hydrogen bubble in the
upper head of the vessel, then goes on to
say:
MATTSON: You know we have the best
you've got. Joe. and they are not coming
up with answers. We have got the Navy
working; we've got Calvert Cliffs. who had
a similar problem. only without the bubble:
Babcock & Wilcox is in constant communication with General Public Utilities
decision-makers at this point. We don't
have a solution, but maybe they are coming
up with one. They are going to double
check and whatever they decide, and as
soon as they get off the phone. they will be
back to check with our people. but we
haven't found one solution here yet. The
one the plant proposes. they say. "please
verify this for us," soil seems like they are
not confident either.

HENDRIE: It sounds to me like we ought
to stay where we are. I don't like the sound
of depressurizing and letting that bubble
creep down into the core.
MATTSON: Not yet. I don't think we
want to depressurize yet. The latest burst
didn't hurt many people. I'm not sure why
you are not moving people. Got to say it. I
have been saying it down here. I don't
know what we are protecting at this point. I
think we ought to be moving people.
KENNEDY: How far out?
MATTSON: I would get them downwind,
and unfortunately the wind is still
meandering, but at these dose levels it is
probably not bad because it is—
KENNEDY: But down-wind how far?
MATTSON: I might add, you aren't
going to kill any people out to 10 miles
because there aren't that many people and
these people have been—they have had
two days to get ready and prepare.
KENNEDY: Ten miles is Harrisburg.
HENDRIE: I don't know, Roger, you—
MATTSON: It's too little information too
late. unfortunately, and it is the same way
every partial core melt-down has gone.
People haven't believed the instrumentation as they went along. It took us until
midnight last night to convince anybody
that those God-damn temperature measurements meant something. Vic Steil° of
our Operating Reactors Division was
involved for the first two days over here
and was trying to convince people to start
thinking a severely damaged core. He had
a hunch at the start, and when the
temperature measurements started to
come in there were some anomalies. He
said, start thinking severely damaged core;
believe the instruments. We had some
trouble getting people to believe it. not
necessarily inside, because out people
turned to and started working pretty hard
on that aspect. Babcock & Wilcox didn't
want to believe it but by 4:00 this morning
they were agreeing with us.
NARRATOR: They discussed options for
getting rid of the hydrogen bubble.
including (quote) "...start up all reactor
coolant pumps. burn them out, blow the
seals, and hope they cause a loss of coolant
accident that way. which would depressurize the system rapidly. Then we get
into a mode for which all of these systems
were designed and we could cope with."
(unquote). In the course of that discussion.
one of the commissioners asks Mattson
what his principle concern is at that time:
MATTSON: Well, my principle concern
is that we have got an accident that we
never have been designed to accommodate. and it's, in the best estimate.
deteriorating slowly, and the most pessimistic estimate is that it's on the
threshhold of turning bad. And I don't
have a reason for not moving people. 1
don't know what you are protecting by not
moving people. We have got every systems
engineer we can find, except the one we
put on the helicopter, thinking out the
problem. how the hell do we get the
noncondensibles out of there. do we win
the horserace or do we lose the horse race.
And if you are lucky and there is not a lot
of—if you have overestimated the noncondensibles. you might win it. If you are not
lucky and you have got the right number on
the noncondensibles, you might lose it.
NARRATOR: We have tried to recreate
the sense of confusion that existed at Three
Mile Island; the conversations we used
really happened and are not the product of
someone's imagination. While responsibility for the accident is shared by the
operators and those who trained them, the
utility, the companies that made parts for
the reactor. the NRC and a host of others,
perhaps the ultimate blame should be
placed on the whole commercial nuclear
power industry in the United States, which
truly believed that because it had never
had an accident of that magnitude. it never
would, and which made its plans for
handling emergencies on the basis of that
belief. We hope that when the next
accident happens. and happen it will if we
continue to operate these‘ plants we really
don't understand, the nuclear industry will
be better prepared to deal with it. Next
time we may not even be this lucky.
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Student survey proposed on funding priorities
by Stephen Betts
Staff writer
Student government. in conjuction with
the Office of Testing and Research, is
considering conducting a survey of students to determine w Inch, if any. groups

"I have heard some comments at cabinet
meetings that seemed very confusing." he
said. "I felt there was a need for a
survey."
"We want to ask students how student
government should set priorities on

ment for time.•• Skaggs said. "It takes four
to five weeks from beginning to end for a
survey of that nature."
"It takes time to develop the questions.
send them in the mail and then allow two
weeks for replies." he said. "After that,
we have to follow up and send a second
mailing to those who haven't responded. If
they still haven't replied, then we can
make a phone call."

merits and failed." Randall said
hoped this survey w 0l lessen
possibility.''

lt ts
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Don't be a
heart breaker

Skaggs said if enough time's put into the
project then the results should be an
accurate reflection of the students sentiments. "It has been historically shown that
the rate of return for such a survey is 40-50
percent." Skaggs said. "With second
mailings and telephone calls the rate can
go up to 80 percent."
Randall said he is graduating this May,
but he still hopes to see the survey taken.
"I think in student government, there have
been times w hen he voted on our own

Exercise regularly.
*515 RC4141444G 40IR

YOU* 14
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Rill Randall. of Alpha Gamma Rho. plans on raking a survey on student government
tidricling. (photo by Donna Sotomayerl
should receive priorities in funding.
Bill Randall. student senate cabinet
member from Alpha Gamma Rho, is
leading the drive for the survey. Randall
said he feels students "know what is going
on" and they should be heard from.

spending money or if there should be a
priority list at all." Randall said.
Randall said he has been told by the
testing and research office that if a quality
survey is to be done then it should be next
semester due to the lack of time in this
Near.

"There are two ways to be a good student
government leader." Randall said. "You
can vote on your own merit or check with
the student body. I think you can do both."

Charles Skaggs, director of Testing and
Research, said technical problems would
prove a detriment to any survey this
semester. "There is a technical require

Four UMO coeds compete
for honorary colonel title
Four UMO coeds will vie for the title of
honorary colonel of the First Maine Cadet
Brigade. Reserve Officers Training Corps.
at the annual Military Ball March 29.
Competing for the title are Michelle
Donovan. a senior from Dalton. Mass.:
Julie Watson. a sophomore from Limestone: Suranne Smith. a freshman from

Dumont and Cynthia Sims. a freshman
from Lexington. Mass.
The queen and her court will also attend
the annual review awards presentation and
commissioning which will be held later 17'
the spring.
The military ball will be held at the Red
Lion Restaurant in Bango'
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Centuni Music Ensemble +
Annual Spring Concert
3:Tuesday, April First, 8:15 pm Hauck Audrtonum+

+ Works by Gershwin, Kenton, and Don Stratton:I:
to be included
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Admission-12.00-Students 13.00 for others
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A Way of Life

How ECK Can Help You

ECk A\ 4R is a May of life. It is the most
ancient religion known to man, and through it
the universal questions arc seen in their deepest
meaning and answered by the direct experience
of God. The student of ECK (Spirit) lives a
responsible. involved ettstence, paying his own
say. serving a useful function in society. and
fulfilling his commitments to himself, his family
and his employer.
In this way ECKists are busy translating
their inner unfoldment into everyday life terms
all around the world. Yet the most distinguishing facet of the EC Kist's existence is a
sense of joy, a joy which arises from his
knowledge that death is a myth, that the word
life has a reality that encompasses states of consciousness beyond man's imagination, and that
the only thing that holds man from the realits•
Lion of these states is his own self-limiting concepts

Freedom of Choice
The ECK teaciiings have always been
as ailable throughout the worst of history, hut
they base never denied the validity of an) other
religious path or teaching This teaching is not
Fastern in origin—rather, it encompasses all
of
man's religions ECKANKAR does not
condemn any path nor the follower of any religious
teaching, and does not accept the negative
at•
tacks that so-called religious leaders
have
directed at it The great leaders of the past
such
as Jesus, BAdha and Mohammed, each
played
a great role hut, unfortunately, their
followers
have often caused religious wars,
persecution
and general hatred This is a
misconce
which has no place in any truly spiritual ption
path It
is a ‘iolation of the La* of Spirit
to attempt to
influence another person for any reason
w hatsoeser without that person's
permission The
teachings of ECK state that each
indisidual
must be free to make his or her
own decisions
every step of the way. Those who
violate this
law v.ill reap the consequences of
their actions,
which will come about
through the natural
s chicle of Spirit, not the
agency of any man or
grnup.
ECK ANK AR is based upon
freedom of choice; consent individual
arc never
sought after, nor is tithing. Neither
do communal living, drug use nor
religious ashrams
reflect the nature of individuality
and personal
freedom found in the F.CK
teachings down
th•ough the ages. The teachings
are simply
fr dc available
to the many who toda) are
seeking per,in al spiritual
growth and unfoldment
to Self realitation and
Godrealization.

For Information Send
to:
ECKANKAR Iniernatronat
°Mc*
P.O Boa 3100 / Menlo Park,
CA

AC141•1.141

94025

The I( kisi learns to contact this audible
life stream and to tract it hack to the Source
from %shish it came in the heavenly worlds Thus
spiritual liberation gives man freedom from all
things Former negative traits drop away
naturally, such as smoking, temper, undue attachment to material things, glutton) and abnormal talking These things are not had or evil
in themselves, but that which will fasten the attention solely upon the limited physical state
These are replaced with the highest qualities
and ethics know n'to man Through the spiritual
exercises of ECK and the guidance of
Sn Darwin Gross, the 972nd Living ECK Mica.
one can have the conscious experience of the
hcasenly worlds and know what lies beyond
death
ECK AkNK AR serves as a vehicle for the
individual to lift himself out of the realm vf the
psychic It allows one to live life fuller each
day, to be more confident with a greater understanding and love for all life The whole pur
iso.c of ECK is to provide spiritual succor and
upliftment to all who seek it It is freedom from
old limitations and habits, a ray to esperiencr
life fully. consciously and to find the answers to
the questions that have always plagued
mankind Those individuals who follow this
direct path to God will find tt an adventure in
personal f;ccdom and ,,pintual experience

How ECK Has Helped
Individuals Around the World
reStiff10",41$ frceiwel b) EC Al
A 4P
' ECK has made me a greater person totally
Each moment of the day is filled with a twpiness that words can't express Most of all
through ECK I have experienced God and the
heavenly worlds" Sf A . California
— A'hat a beautiful experience seeing you are,
talking with you on the inner planes
Ou•
rmeeetim
nnht
ngfface
rac it jface as very special
I will
Oregon
I am no longer taking pills or smoking pi"!
I feel much better, my life more balanced I
have learned that drugs .,id ECK do rot mit
is L m
don't
ha
have
erwo
desire to go back to them

— With LCK there is always a supreme joy
The realiration of new areas or experienct
and the secret knowledge of the higher rc i'—‘
high adventure in the truest sense for us
*
E hi, Maine
I w . FC
"The
r,,,,K,,,ohdaos helped me to find a purrove in
life and a greater understanding Thank c,Li

-You will find that ECK and its
teachings give a freedom
Through experience which on'y
you as an individual, one person,
can have. No one else can thDe
that experience for you."
—Sr. Dary.nG,ccl
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HOUL TON— Northern Maine
potato farmers blockaded eight key
checkpoints along the New Brunswick ()order Thursday to protest increased
imports of potatoes from Canada.
About 250 farmers kicked off the
demonstration at dawn. using trucks
and tractors to block border crossings
along a Hu-mile front between Fort
Kent and Houlton. At several checkpoints. truckloads of potatoes were
dumped across the road.
There was no violence, and police in
most towns stood along the sidelines.
ordering the demonstrators to disperse
but making no attempt to remove them
by force. No arrest were made.
The growers have pledged to continue their protest until the federal
government meets their demands to
curb Canadian imports and divert surplus spuds to cattle feed or gasahol.
Protester Clifford Audibert said he's
ready to continue the blockade for
three or four more days until the diversion program is approved.
Customs officials said traffic at border crossings in Aroostook County
were ground to a halt. But emergency
vehicles are being allowed through.
and pedestrians have been permitted to
cross in most places.
In Augusta. Gov. Joseph Brennan
expressed sympathy with the growers'
plight. but urged demonstrators to halt
their interference with traffic. Said
Brennan. "I am convinced the solution
to these frustrations cannot be
achieved by disobeying the law."
In Washington. Sen. Edmund
Nluskie conferred with Vice President
Walter Mondale and commerce department officials about the situation.
By afternoon, protesters blocked
traffic at Madawaska. Van Buren.
Hamlin. Fort Kent. Fort Fairfield.
Limestone. Bridgewater and Houlton.
The protest was the second within
two weeks by Aroostook farmers. who
claim that government-subsidized imports from Eastern Canada are driving
them to economic ruin

Renowned suffragette
dead in Portland at 93
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PORTLAND—One of the last living
suffragettes. Gladys Chapman of Portland. has died at the age of 93. Mrs.
Chapman was a leader in the Maine
Suffrage League that campaigned for
women'v rights and participated in a
suffrage march on Portland City Hall
in 1916.
Mrs. Chapman founded the College
Equal Suffrage Union and was active
in civic affairs in Portland. She was an
active supporter of the Equal Rights
Amendment.
Mrs. Chapman died Monday at her
Portland home
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WASHINGTON—Secretary of
State Vance said that despite complaints it lacks direction and purpose. the
nation's foreign policy is on a difficult
but correct course. He said it's aimed
at maintaining U.S. security and
promoting world peace.
Vance set forth the policy in a 64)
-page report to Congress before the
senate Foreign Relations Committee.
On Iran. he said American policy
makers are again reviewing options in
the event that tangible progress is not
now made toward freeing the
American hostages. He said the United
States accepts Iran's revolution "as a
fact." But. he adds. Iran must "live up
to its fundamental responsibilities for
the safety. well-being and release of the
hostages."
Vance replied directly to those in
Congress and elsewhere who have said
the United States overreacted to the
Soviet military occupation of
Afghanistan.
He said. "To disregard the growth
of Soviet military programs and
budgets--or to explain away aggression
as a defensive manuever—is to take
refuge in an illusion." In Afghanistan.
Vance said. U.S. policy remains that
only a firm response will deter
agression elsewhere.

Carter uses '76 tactics
nomination
House gives green light to capture
on ethics investigation
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Vance tells Congress
foreign policy correct

WASHINGTON—The house has
given the go-ahead for an ethics committee investigation of seven
congressmen implicated in the FBI's
"abscam•
" political corruption probe.
Only one House vote went against the
investigation and it was cast by Rep.
Henry Gonzalez. The Texas Democrat
said he voted no because no spending
limit is on the House probe--and committee members will have no access to
FBI evidence. Seven House members
and ,,ne senator have been alleged in
nc'v s a,counts ,if the i”:6ery scandal.

WASHINGTON—Using the theme
that helped take him to the White
House. President Carter told a
democratic fund raiser Wednesday
night that "Ave will win in November"
because. "We believe in love and compassion and concern."
The speech to the $1000 plate dinner
was the president's first since vowing
not to talk to partisan groups because
of the Iran and Afghanistan crises.
White House News Secretary Jody
Powell said Carter Came out as a
gesture to congressman who've had to
deal with inflation.
The event was sponsored by the
Democratic Congressional Dinner

Committee.
But in spite of growing pressure to
come out of the "rose garden." Carter
gave no indication of future campaign
plans.
Instead. he told the audience the
federal budget will be balanced without
major sacrifices. And that during his
administration, not a single soldier has
been lost in combat--the first time
that's happened in 15 years.
However, members of Congress interviewed at the dinner generally
thought the president should start hitting the campaign trail. As Michigan
Sen. Donald Riegle put it. Carter faces
the risk of either losing the Democratic
nomination or the election in November.

Reagan, Bush agree
Carter far too lenient
WISCONSIN—GOP frontrunner
Ronald Reagan agrees with rival
George Bush on one issue. Both
Republican candidates are urging the
Carter administration to take harsher
steps to release the American hostages
in Iran. Reagan. campaigning in
Wisconsin. proposed exerting extreme
pressure on Iran. And he specifically
mentioned the possibility of a
blockade.

Bush attacks Reagan, Fed's tighter control
attempts to gain votes discourages buying
WISCONSIN— Former CIA Director George Bush aimed his campaign
fire against Republican front-runner
Reagan Thursday. While stumping for
votes in Wisconsin. Bush told audiences Reagan's tax cut proposal--which
calls for cuts of $74) billion in the next
three years--is "overpromising"
remedies for inflation,
Bush also accused Reagan of being
undecided on whether U.S. athletes
should go to the Moscow Olympics.
Wednesday. Reagan said it would be
hypocriltical to hold the games in the
Soviet Union as long as there are
Russian troops in Afghanistan. But he
also said he hopes American athletes
can participate in some form of international competition.

Westmoreland objects
to drafting of women
NEW YORK— A former U.S. cornmander in Vietnam. Gen. William
Westmoreland. objects to Carter administration goals to have women
make up 12 percent of the armed forces. He said in New York that women
are untested in Many military
situations—and that the national defense is no place for experiments on social
change. As he put it. "No man with
gumption will let a woman do his
fighting for him.—

WASHINGTON— You may soon be
paying more for the privilege of paying
later. The Federal eserve Board is
thinking of two steps to discourage
buying on credit and playing the bill
over several months. One would allow
companies to demand higher minimum
payments each month--and the other
would allow them to charge higher in(crest rates for extended payments.
both would be retroactive.
Federal Reserve Governor Nancy
Teeters. who's in charge of consumer
credit. said no final decision has been
made.

FDA calls back eggs
poisoned by chlordane
WASHINGTON—The Food and
Drug Administration said it is recalling
more than three million eggs because
they may be contaminated with the
illegal pesticide chlordane. The recall
of the eggs from Safeway stores and
military installations in several western
states began two weeks ago.
The FDA said about one-fourth of
the eggs were stopped iln the
distribution pipeline by the producer.
Hayre's egg farm of Lathrop. Calif.
An investigation found that three of
seven Hayre's henhouses had been
sprayed with chlordane when they wet
vacant last October. reportedly to rid
them of spiders.

10 local
*Police Blotter*
by Julia Frey
Staff writer
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an estimated $50.
Arthur McKeil of Orono. reported
to police Tuesday that his $200
sleeping bag he had left behind
lockers in Room 222 of the Memorial
Gym had been stolen. A belt knife
was also stolen along with the bag.
The sleeping bag was of "Tutankhamum" make. 100 percent polyester. with a bright red exterior and
a mustard interior. The sack that
contained the bag was later found
empty.
A black, brown and white male
mixed-breed dog was caught tr, a
police officer Wednesday roaming at
large in front of Hitchner Hall. The
dog was found to belong to Patricia
Leofard of Bangor, but she was
unable to be notified, police said.
The dog was then transferred to the
Old Town pound.

Richard Witte of Bangor was
issued a criminal summons Tuesdav
for negotiating a worthless check on
his account at a Connecticut bank for
526 at the UMO Bookstore, police
said.
A motor vehicle accident occurred
in the Steam Plant parking lot
ruesday police said, causing an
estimated $400 total damage to both
vehicles. A woman, driving a 1976
Camaro, struck a Bangor Citibus in
the parking lot.
Linda McLeod of Old Town
reported to police Wednesday someone had stolen faculty and staff
decals from her 1978 Jeep that had
been parked in Aubert parking lot.
They were valued at $5 a piece. The
faculty decal number is 829, while
the staff decal number is 638.
David Berry of Somerset Hall
reported to police Thursday that
while he was sitting in his parked
car, he was struck by another vehicle
from behind, which immediately left
the scene after the accident. His
ear's left rear fender was damaged at
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TAKE NOTE: The driveway at the
south end of the English 'Math
building will be designated "Fire
Lane" area from now on. according
to police, and any attempt to park in
the driveway (not parking spaces)
will be subject to towing.

The Comedy Connection
slated to appear tonight
complainer route of comedy. He
has
opened the new rock group "Prince"
and
has a "strange" opening act.

by Leigh Ann Fehm
Staff writer
The Comedy Connection is in town. Five
of Boston's upcoming comics will be
competing for laughs in Hauck Auditorium
tonight at 8p.m.
"We've really sent up quite a show,
"
said the troupe's co-director Bill
Downes.
Each comedian has his own diverse
brand
of comedy."
I he group appearing tonight is
only part
of an ensemble of 60 standup comics
forming Boston's Comedy Connec
tion. In
just two years, Downes and
partner Paul
Barclay have built a comedy
showcase
housed now at Tommy Maher",
in the
heart of Boston

Among the Boston talent who will have
the opportunity to either bring the house
down laughing or run for the nearest exit
are:
—Lenny •'Madman" Clarke. a bizarre
comic. Lenny has appeared at New York's
popular Catch A Rising Star Club. and has
opened the Pousette Dart Band.

Mii....•••••10••••
—Jay Charbonneau has worked clubs
•••11.111....•
L.
from Boston to L.A. He's appeared at the
II.
•
Second City in Chicago.
tonight's performance is sponsored b‘
the Student Activities and Entert
ainment
board. Tickets for the show are on
advance
sale downstairs in the Memorial
Union
until 5p.m. Student tickets are
$1.50.
others $3.00. Tickets can also be
purchased
at the door.
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Day's prices can
relieve the strain! ! !

Radios and T V
Black

ood news about
•U
auto insurance for.
college students.

Vy hite and Cciored

Stenos and Cassette Players
Watches and Watchbands

Call or Write:

Criterion •
Insurance
ti Company

▪ Yes' Please send me a free auto insurance rate quotation.
Name
•
▪

VISA

Male
Female

Age

Single
2 Married

Address
Apt •

▪

City
State

—Old timer Don Gavin. lovingly
called
"Pops" by his fans, takes the
chronic

ze _Dalt/

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We'd like to insure your car.
mation. Or simply complete and
• Why? Because we specialize in
mail the coupon below and we'll
• providing auto insurance for young
send you a rate quotation. There's
drivers.
no obligation, of course.
111
Who are we'Criterion
I Insurance Company is a dependable
,
financially strong company offering Criterion Insurance Co
• important benefits like: conven
ient
Rte 9
• payment plans, country-wide
claim
Cape Porpoise , M e .
service, driver training discounts
04014
and a wide choice of coverages to
TEL (207)967-4256
II
protect you and your car.
Like to know more? Call or
•
• visit us today for a free,
personal
• rate quotation and compl
ete infor

II

Jewein, and Ltiggage
Silver and Pewter

— Acclaimed by the Boston
Herald as
one of the foremost comedians
in the New
England area. Steve Wright is
' off the
wall." His act is unusual,
made up of
things you just don't think about.
—At an earls age. Jack Gallagher
had
his own radio and TV show in Boston
. He's
been at the Paradise and has a cerebr
al
stream of consciousness act.

Heating Plant superintendent Richard McCubrey gazes across the' Strlbsater
countryside from atop the Steam Plant building. [photo
by Donna Sotomayerl

Zip

Occupation
Spouses Occupation
HAS ANY DRIVER WITHIN
THE LAST 3 YEARS
Been involved in an acciden
t/
Yes
No
Had ',cense suspended
How many/
or revoked/ Yes
No _
Been convicted of a traffic
violation/ Yes
No I. How many,
Give brief details about
any yes answers above
including aporokimate dates

es`r

Qifts and LAI.CL-ii ,.-L-Supf2fiEs
We have the most complete supplies for bridal receptions in the area.
Catalogues Available For Wedding & General
Invitations
Design Your Own Cake Top,or Choose From Stock
We are constantly updating our stock with the latest and
prettiest party goods ; now all you have to do is choose.
Bunny Hale
East Millinocket,Maine04430 owner

Car

Model
No
Body Style
Yr Make 'Granada Dare
INC I Cyl LSOCIOn
2-dr etc

One way miieag•
Car • —Car 12..—.—

List all additional drivers
in your household

•
•

Age

Male or
Female

Relation

Days per week driven In
*Ork
Car el—Car•2.—

Married
%of Use
or Single Car 01
Car 02
%
%
%

%

%

310

Location of car if different
from above address
Car •1 City
State
Car fl2 City
State

•
•
•
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'continued from page /I
percent unciergraduates,''
said Roger
Sweets. "We need to get more
visibility
and more respect from
everyone."
Several board members noted
there was
poor representation because
graduate
students are, as one member
noted. "A
vast body of apolitical people."
Mercer
argi, L. that the GSS could
not be held
accountable for internal problems in
the
GSB.
The GSB has been affiliated
with the
GSS for the past two and a half
years. If the

Mercer'Freeman proposal is
not passed by
GSS and the cabinet. the GSB
may still
decide t secede from the senate,
if it is
legally possible. According to
Mercer. a
secession would have to be approved
by a
vote of the graduate students,
undergraduates and the GSS. There is still
some
debate as to the legality of a secession,
but
last night's vote put that
question aside
temporarily.
The proposal will go to the GSS
agenda
this week. Mercer said.

Task Force
'continued from page 2]
to maintain the austere level that we have
existed on over the past year. Faced with
the same situation last year, the cabinet
voted for across tht. board cuts."
The tentative schedule, as explained by
Spellman. was the task force would collect
and analyze data and probably submit a
report to the student government by the
end of April. The stage would then be set
for a campus-wide vote in May if an
increase recommendation is forwarded by
the group.
"The basic idea is for the group to

gather all the facts, see what the needs are
of the groups that we subsidize, and then
see what we can do for them," Spellman
said.
The specific needs of organization,
requesting funds from GSS will be
determining factor in establishing tht
criteria which will decide how much, if any
funding a group would receive.
"We will look at each one individually.
and try to analyze their needs, but try to
remain consistent with past allocations,"
Spellman said.

Nuclear industry uses
economic scare tactics
the pro-nuclear forces have taken
the offensive in the unclear referendum
question facing Maine voters.
Using tactics of fear they are parading an
endless array of business experts before
the state legislature to prophecize the
impending economic doom of the state
should the voters decide to close the
Wiscasset factlitN

commentary
I do not claim any expertise in economics
but the argument doesn't wash with me.
First. the trees aren't going anywhere;
so it's doubtful that the paper industry.
ossners of a substantial portion of the state.
are leaving.
Second. Maine's fishing industry. is more
threatened by a spill at the nuclear plant on
the coast than by the threatened withdrass al of businesses.
The scenic beauty of the state will
remain unchanged so it's unlikely that
tourism will be adversely effected.
Bath Iron Works continues to arrtact
defense contracts, partially because of the
superior quality of the work performed by
Maine residents.
A spokesman for the company was blunt

in his appraisal of the situation. "We
estimate that closing the plant would cost
the company S640.000 in additional power
costs. In a highly competitive industry such
as ours, where contracts are often decided
by the narrowest of differences, this
represents to us a substantial penalty.
However. we would never threaten to leave
the state and honestly feel that this issue is
so controversial that it should be decided
by the voters."
It is doubtful that closing the plant would
cause an exodus of Maine farmers, a dour
breed harder than the rocks they plow in
their fields.
These industries have always formed the
traditional economic foundation of the state
and seem determined to remain in the state
come-what-may.
Their employees will still require basic
services and constitute a consumer market.
A market which will attract capitalist
entrepenuers to the state.
Of course, the decreasing economic
opportunities would probably result in a
smaller influx of new residents into the
state offering a practical solution to the
question of how to close the bridge at
Kittery.

Steve Veillbux may not be quite teed offyet. but is trying to get some golfing practice in
across the roadfrom the serum plant before the area courses open for the season. [photo
by Donna Sotomayerl

"Maybe
it will
go away."

George W. Roche is a junior majoring in
journalism.

The five most dangerous words
in the English language.

American Cancer Society
THIS SIM-10ONTRISt710 BY THE PI:St ISHII( AS A PURLS.

Donna Sotomaverl
All steamed up...lphoto by
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'continued from page 11
The price for number six oil is
now set at
next year. so you don't know how much you
$24 a barrel, according to
John Coupe.
will save.''
acting vice president for
finance and
Student Government President Dave
z
listration. but he said it shoul
Spellman also strenuously protested the
d rise
sh..ply in the next year.
"I'm very'
limited academic year. "It's the economic
comfortable with the figure of
$36 a barrel
tail
wagging the dog." Spellman said.
for number six oil by -octo
ber of 1981."
"The baseball and football players in my
Coupe said. If these figures
are correct.
dorm are up in arms. It's totally
that means it will cost an extra
$840.000 to
ridiculous."
keep the university heated.
This sentiment was echoed by Kevin
Hooper noted, though. conse
rvation
Foster, vice president for student commeasures throughout the camp
us will
munity services "We have kids in our
reduce the consumption of fuel
from past
dorms who are really trying to come back
years. Hooper said there was a
reduction of
.1100
under these conditions. You're just going
nearly 1300 barrels of oil from April
of 1978
to have students jumping out of windows
to 1979.
right and left."
In addition to the price of oil,
the effects
John Collins, registrar, said the reduced
the change will have on the acad
emic life at
schedule would also affect the finals
UMO was also hotly debat
ed. Acting
schedule. Collins said it was possible finals
President Kenneth Allen called
on council
may have to be eliminated, but that is one
members to put an effort into tryin
g to look
of many possibilities.
at the Chancellor's proposal
objectively.
The schedule proposal drawn up by the
"I hope you can do it with the
correct frame
Chancellor's office and the registrar lists
of mind and make appro
niAkt
priate recomthree possible timetables for the shcool
mendations." Allen said. "Just
year. The basic plan is to have school begin
consider
this an envelope to work arou
nd."
Monday. Sept. 29 and end on Saturday. 11.•
Richard Blanke. associate
professor of
April 4. The plan includes four days off for
history, voiced opposition to the
Thanksgiving, two weeks for Christmas
shortened
school year. "I think it's one
of the most
and a week's vacation in February. It also
absurd ideas to come out of
the bureausuggested in one of the proposals to have
cracy." Blanke said. "This is
school on Saturday until 4:35p.m. Any final
an educational institution not an energ
y institution.
decision on the proposal will be made by.
You don't know what the price
of oil will he
the trustees in May.

•Oil prices
(continued from page 31
provided is "cost avoidance. We are
spending more money but if we hadn't
conserved. we would be spending as much
as S175.000 more for oil.- said Tom
Gerrish, director of planning for the
physical plant.
Gerrish believes there are three reasons
for oil savings at UMO this year. The
reduction of temperatures in buildings and
dormitories, new controls that have been
installed and moniter existing heating
controls that have been installed and
moniter existing heating systems more
effeciently, and a relatively mild winter
that provided fewer degree days. 5664 in
comparison to 6010 for the 1978-79 fiscal
year. A degree day is found by adding the
high and low temperatures for the day then
divide by two and subtract from 65.
UMO obtains the electricity necessary.
for operation from the Bangor Hydroelectric Compan).. The electricity is stored
in two sub-sta,tions located behind the
services builddg and the steam plant. The
two substations enable the use of electri-

-1*
.••••

40.

•••

Carl Krystyniak practices surveying on the mall. a
very familiar sight throughout the
school year. (photo hr Donna Sotomayeri
city on campus to be regulated by the
university and not Bangor Hydro.
The UMO community has conserved
kilowatt hours during the 1979-80 June
through February period. UMO consumed
13.400.700 kilowatt hours in 1979-80 or
652.740 less than the same period in
1978-79. The savings equals five perce
nt of
kilowatt use at UMO this year.
However, the cost for 1978-79 for June
through February was $440.125 while
during the same period in 1979-805530.700
or a 20 percent increase has been
paid.
Three things determine the cost
of
electricity at UMO. Gerrish said. The cost
depends on 1). the UMO demand
for
kilowatts based on a 15 minute average.
2).
the amount of kilowatt hours cons
umed
and 3). fuel adjustments made by Bang
or
Hvdro.
Bangor Hydro depends on oil to generate
electricity. While the cost of operation
is
stable, fuel costs are not and adjustment
s
have to be made. Gerrish said.

•Conservation
(continued from page 31
Athletic Complex will cost $65.000, and the
estimated annual savings will be $23.230.
which makes the simple payback period 2.8
years.
The TA projects will be design and
feasibility studies for the heating system of
the Orono campus as a whole..
The first TA project will investigate the
feasibility of a co-generation steam plant to
be fueled by waste wood, coal and or solid
waste. The steam generated will utilized
twice, with electricity produced by turbines
and the by-product steam used for heating
the campus.
The federal funds will be used to hire
an engineering firm for the study. The cost
of this technical assistance is $50.000.
The second TA project will design a
centrally controlled automation system for
the energy consuming facilities and
equipment on campus. The cost of this
project will be $40.000 and will be used
to
generate technical specifications and plans
for eventually designing a complete
energy
management system for the campus.
Don Thompson, institutional buildings
program coordinator for the Maine
Office
of Energy Resources said the grant
had
definitely come through.

by Scott Colt
Staff writ
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I haven't really seen it in writing (but)
it's definite.•' he said.
Johansen said the announcement will
be
made through the legislators.
"The) let the legislators get into
the
act." he said.
"Everybody will want to be
a grandfather to this one." he added.
)111OMP.,

DainnYinftst
)4•••4)•amon milM1

4•41mwrimm.04 NEN..Himmim immnio -__N

THE FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
FOR SPRING SEMESTER
IS TO BE PUBUSHED AND COPIES
WILL BE DISTRIBUTED TO
ALL THE DORMS AND OTHER
ON-CAMPUS LOCATIONS WHEN
THEY ARE AVAILABLE.THE
EXPECTED DATEOF DISTRIBUTION
IS MARCH 24.
A REMINDER-REGISTRATION
FOR THE FALL 1980 SEME
STERIS
SCHEDULED FOR THE WEEK
OF APRIL 14. THE SCHE
DULE OF
CLASSES FOR SPRING WILL BE
AVAILABLE BY APRIL 10.
JOHN F. COLLINS, JR. RE
GISTRAR_
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Black Bear baseball'80:This is it!
by Scott Cole
Staff writer

14:

n4t the

13

Another Ike arm is that of sophomore
John Balerna. He was shelved his
whole freshman year with an arm inHe might not have known it. but the tury out surgery and time have
mended
late comedian Freddie Prinze had a the pain. The kid had just an
outstanfasorite line which is very appropriate ding career at Norwood High
School in
in describing the outlook for Uniser- Massachusetts and was Maine's top
sity of Maine baseball in !he spring of pitching recruit a year ago. Balerna got
19811
in two starts in Texas as he maps his
The Black Bears are. as Prinze was way up the comeback trail.
wont to say. "Lookin' G00000d."
From the above foursome will come
-We have deep pitching this year the fifth starter should need arise.
And
and defensively, we'll be as tough as should the need arise for some quick
14 e'‘e been in years." says head coach
rescue from the bullpen. the Bears are
John Winkin. who hasecompiled a fise cosered there too. The fire chief is
year record of 119-46 at UMO.
senior Tom Griffin who has yet to give
Add that pitching and defensise up an earned run in 17 career approwess to a hitting attack that can pearances and 31 innings. Over the
line-drive the opposition to death and past three sears the Portlander has
you have a solid bet that the Black racked up five wins and five saves.
Bears will be one of the four teams Along with Griffin in the pen for short
playing in the ECAC New England relief is Stese Roy. a sophomore from
region playoffs the third week of May.
Watt•rville who impressed Winkin in
As the Baltimore Orioles proved last Texas in his three stints.
season. a team can go a long way with
Catching the fire from the Black
good pitching no matter what kind of Bear hurlers is
sophomore Ed Pickett.
offensive attack it is facing. These "Poochie" steps in
behind the plate to
"Orono Orioles" are blessed with a fill the void left by the
graduated Mark
superb core of starters. four reliable Armstrong. Pickett has
all the tools to
long relievers, and a couple of "Old be a good one and his coach
says he is
Faithfuls" coming out of the bullpen.
in for a solid season once he adjusts
Senior Skip Clarke is tabbed as the playing out Armstrong's shadow. to
He
Bears' number one starter. The Con- hit .251) in limited action last
season
cord. N.H. natisc checked in ss ith a 6and went six for 25 with two doubles
record last year while battling UMO's and a homer during the Texas
trip.
toughest opponents. Clarke also led Backing up Pickett is football kick
the Bears with two shutouts and 55 returner and quarterback Pete Ouelletstrikeouts. On the Texas road trip this te. Ouellette is an outstanding athlete
spring. Clarke was 1-1. beating
whose only shortcoming is a lack of
Michigan State. a perennial national experience.
baseball power. and losing to Pan
The infield is anchored by the
American while victimized by a bad sterling keystone combination of
bounce on a potential double-play ball
sophomore shortstop Peter Adams and
Simply put. the kid is tough. He has a senior. co-captain Bob Anthoine at
career ERA of 2.1)1.
second. Adams took over the shortstop
Following Clarke in the number two post as a freshman last year and came
spot in the rotation is sophomore through with outstanding play after
Tommy Mahan. The knuckleballer outstanding play. Winkin expects him
emerged on the UMaine baseball scene to be as good defensively as any shorimpressively last spring in the Califor- tstop in the East. His partner was conma-Riverside tournament when he
verted from the outfield after his
blanked Indiana 2-0. Tommy prosed
freshman year and has responded. AnShown is the outstanding starting pitching rotation for the 1980 Black Bear baseball
he could pitch outside of the Golden
thoine functions as a table setter at the team. Top left is senior Skip Clarke, top right is sophomore Tom Mahan. Bottom left is
State too by picking up Yankee Contop of the Black Bear order and stole .freshman Joe Johnson and bottom nght is Rick Bouchard.
ference wins over UMass. Vermont
eight bases in eight attempts in '79.
and UConn enroute to a 5-2. 1.07 ERA
Mike Coutts. the third baseman. is a
log. He picked up a win over Iowa
stalwart offensively and defensively.
State in the Citrus Tournament this
111.111111
,
"
His fielding game has improved over
•
year. Said Winkin of the Medway. the years and he always has been able
Mass. kid. "He's our best competitor
to hit. Last season 6'2". 200 pounder
on the mound and I expect him to
hit .320 and led the team in runs
olossom into one of New England's
scored. On the Texas trip Mike led the
top pitchers.
Bears in hitting at .385 and socked
A gem of a recruit fills starting spot
three homers.
number three. He is Joe Johnson. not
Hampden's Jon Pery steps into the
the basketball player. but a freshman
itit
first base job. Perry had wait his turn
from Plainville. Mass. who was one of
for two years while Ralph Stowell held
the Bay State's top schoolboy hurlers
Eya's chimney brushes, Mal, Garrison, Lakewood, Kresno.
down first. Howeser he's making the
last year. This kid can bring the heat
best of his chance now as his dramatic
stoves in stock.
and showed it down in Texas when he
home run to beat Lubbock Christian
went 2-0. thwarting Morningside of
AMP
'see BASEBALL page 141
ft-A--amw.
NZ
wi
Iowa twice.
OOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOOOO************************************************************
OOOOO
Rick Bouchard. W'inkin's most
•O OOOOOO •.
****
•
•
pleasant surprise of the Citrus Tournament. has moved into the role of the
fourth starter. The Stearns High of
Millinocket graduate went 1-1 on the
Texas trip, a hard-luck loser to
Michigan State. 3-2, and the owner of
superb four-hitter over Morningside
in an 11-4) Maine win. Bouchard fires
away from the left side and features
an outstanding curve
Backing up the starters is an ex, rienced bunch of long relievers. The
ne
°est of this bunch is junior Kevin
Buckley who turned in an outstanding
Wu. in long relief versus Iowa State
during a 9-5 Black Bear triumph.
'Buck" took over for John Balerna in
the second inning and came through
with a four hit. one run performance.
He pitched his way to a 3-1 mark last
year and is called by Winkin "the
.atalyst to nearly everything we
do."
Backing up Buckley are veterans
Don DeWolfe and Don Mason. Both
are juniors and starters last year. spormg 4-1 and 5-2 records respectively
net their careers at Orono. Both also
:ame through with wins in Texas.

A firing foursome

114 Main St.

NOI;

&lot, Mains

THvERN LIGHTS, 17'0.

us for all your woodstove needs.
Cali

942-2073
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• UMO baseball
'oears out. Overall he hit .270 on the
road trip. Winkin calls him one of the
finest kids he's ever coached.
Should any of the above athletes ?o
down there's a quality pack of reserves
led by John Tortorella and Mark Sutton.
The Black Bears' flyhawks take a
back seat to no one in New England
either. In leftfield there's the line drive
machine by the name of Ke‘in
Buckley. Key's .322 average was best
among the regulars last season. and in
Texas he picked up right where he !eft
off by drilling 14 hits in 42 at bats for a
.333 clip. He was named second team
All-New England last year and played
for the University Division All-Stars
against the College Division All-Stars
at Fenway Park last spring.
Bangor's Tommy Vanidestine and
Duxbury. Mass.' Brad Colton. both
freshman, will platoon in centerfield.
Next to them in rightfield is senior co
captain Mike Schwob. "A major factor in our season." says Winkin.
"Mike figures to bat third and will play
a big role in our offense."
Schwob hit .287 last year and owns a
rifle arm. Junior transfer Roger
Willwerth and designated hitter Jim
Foley will fill in the outfield if needed.
Winkin and assistant coach Doug
Carville will take their crew down to
Dartmouth. Massachusetts this
weekend for the Southeastern
Massachusetts University Baseball
Tourney. The elimination tourney field
consists of host SMU. UMass. and
Siena College. Winkin expects some
solid baseball to be played in the tourney and the Black Bears should get into
a maximum of four games.
The tourney kicks off a 23-game
schedule for the Black Bears. highlited
by Nlahaney Diamond doubleheaders
with Vermont. University of Southern
Maine. New Hampshire. and UMass.
When asked what he thought of the
schedule Winkin responded. "I
wouldn't want printed what I think of
the schedule."

1980
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WMEB Baseball
Schedule

Slat f Write'
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Coach Ed Si

Saturday. Sunday. March 29-10
Maine at SMU Tournament-all
games.
Friday. April 4 Maine at Fairfield-doubleheader. 12:45 p.m.
time
air
Maine at
Saturday. April 5
UConn-doubleheader. 12:45
time
air
p.m.
Friday. April 11 Maine at Northeastern. 2:50 p.m. air time.
Saturday. April 12 Maine at
Rhode Island-doubleheader
12:50 p.m. air time.
Saturday. April 19 Vermont at
Maine-doubleheader. 11:50 a.m.
air time.
Tuesday. April 22 USM at
Maine-doubleheader. 11:50 a.m.
air time.
Saturday. April 26 UNH at
Maine-doubleheader. I 1;50 a.m.
air time.
Satutday. May 3
UMass at
Maine-doubleheader. 11:50 a.m.
air time.
Friday. May 9 Maine at Boston
College. 1:50 p.m. air time

Freestyle

Gathered under bust
and in lea area, criss:ross straps. modified
high cut leg. Knit of
77% Antron nylon.
23% Lycra spandex.
Price $20.00
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Scrappy Bob Anthoine. shown here in the process ofrecording a put out, is a co-captain
on the 1980 Black Bear baseball team
tel==ril=te=ra.e.-C=1-e=l1=a=t3==.1Ct

Old Town Canoe
Finest name in Canoes, Kayaks,
ri
and Accessories
58 Middle St. Old Town

BEST WISHES TO THE UMO
BLACK BEARS!
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Basketball:Texas A&M, DePaul, (reduced
price), B.U., Eastern Ky.

ManyotherDanskin
swimsuits have
recently arrived for
spring- all colorssizes

Football:Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
Lehigh
Hockey:Cornell, B.C.,B.U.,U.N.H., Clarkson
Providence
'oar

CHARGE It VISA WELCOME

Open Nights IC Sunday Twin City

•

Univ. of Maine students will
again have an opportunity to
see all the action of the Black
Bear athletics for a fraction of
the public admission price.
Among home games in
1980-81 are:

Leotards
Swimsuits

-2 Columbia St.
Bangor 945-9813

•

1980-81
ALL - SPORTS PASS

DANSKIY

MASTE

by Ed Crock

Broadcast

at Marlene s

/

Me]

Clearly the veteran head man would
like more games so that he could give
everybody on his pitching staff enough
work.
For UMO to qualify for the playoffs
they will have to be ranked as one of
the top four teams out of the ten in
this region. Betting on these bunch of
young men not making the playoffs
would be like betting on Linda
Lovelace to become a nun.

Twin City Plaza
Brewer 989-4447
Plaza

only

These and all other mens' and womens' home
athletic contests during the 1980-81 school year
are included for pass holders Be sure to mark
(YES) on the All-Sports Pass card included with
your fall semester bill.

-

_

Bearded senioi
rn the three mile
teeplecha.se. I
"40-mile record
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Men's track'80
bs Ed Crockett
Slat f Writer
Coining on the heels ot and outstanding indoor track season, the talentladen men's track team moves outdoors and should provide much excitement in New England track.
At this time there is a question
about personnel. Many top trackmen
are either hurt or undecided about
running. so the team will probable), be
,Aeaker than last year's. We could do
reasonably well. but not as well as we
did in indoor track." commented
Coach Ed Stryna.

rptain

The graduation of triple state champion Al Sherard dealt a severe blow to
t.N10 track in the weight esents.
Strongman .Stan Eames will triple in
the shot put. discus and hammer
throw. and although the heft) junior
doesn't have Sherrard's canabilitiec he
may surprise many Other weightmen
include stese t.urnmings in trie snot
put and James Cash in the hammer.
Senior seterans George Burdick and
John MacInnes are prosen jaselin
throwers as both are in the 190 foot
range. John Rumph shows signs of
potential in the jaselin. He was 1979
Maine High School Champion in the
event last spring. The multi-talented
Rumph will also compete in the triple
J (11 p.
In winter track. the jumping esents
pros ided ample point production, but
this will not be the case this spring.
,
i ecause many quality jumpers hase
decided to skip spring track. Those
remaining include senior standout
Kevin Dyer. the Maine State indoor
triple jump champion. Bill Nason. a
fine long jumper. and Jim Palo. one of
the best in his specialty. the pole vault.
Frosh Kevin Tarr. one of the elite
'printers in New England. and Greg
Harrison head the list of top-notch
dash men that will contest in the 100
and 200 meter sprints.

Maine's greatest depth seems to be in
the middle distance races. New
England 800 meter indoor record
holder Myron Whipkev. is the premier
half-miler in New England and should
remain untouchable. Cameron Bonsey.
Brad Brown. Jeff Celia. Charlie Wade
and Don Ward provide Coach Styrna
with a group of outstanding middle
distance runners. Whoever Coach
Styrna decides to place in the two-mile
relay. you can bet it will be a formidable quartet.
The sersatile Dyer. who was also
state champ in the 440. will run the
quarter along with the reliable Tim
Sawtelle. Pete Brigham. having
recovered from a foot injury that shortened his indoor season. will be the one
to watch in the mile run. while senior
Bill Pike and freshman Gerry Clapper
will duel in the grueling three-mile
race Coach Styrna isn't sure who is
going to run the steeple chase, but he is
edging toward Pike. The steeple chase
is a 100 meter run that features wooden
hurdles stationed around the track and
a water jump.
The trackmen hase a limited
schedule which includes only two duels
and three championship meets. The
team. which began practicing this
week. will open the season by UNH
April 12. A year ago UMO dueled
New Hampshire throughout a %cry
close and exciting meet. to edge the
Wildcats by three points, thanks to an
errant pass by a UNH relay man in the
final event. On April 19. the squad will
trasel to Kingston. R.I. to compete
against New England powerhouse
URI. Then. on consecutive weekends.
the Black Bears will participate in the
Bowdoin Insitational. the Yankee
Conference Championships at URI.
and the New England Championships
at Dartmouth College.
Bowdoin will be the "strongest match."

Co-captain Ben Reed is the only Black
Bear hurdler. Reed ranks second to
none in the event and could rule at
'ooth the I It) and 400 meter distances.
He was state champ in the 110 meters
last year and rocketed to a third place
finish in the 60 yard hurdles in the
Yankee Conference Indoor Championships this winter.

Kevin Dyer leads the Black Bear jumping corps. Dyer is the Maine state champion
indoor triple.jumper and also was state champion in the 440. [photo by Steve Vaitonesl.
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on all running shoes
(with this coupon)
Nike, Brooks, New Balance, Adidas, Etonic
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Bearded senior Bill Pike is Maine's hope
in the three mile
and possibly the grueling
teeplechase. Pike holds the indoor
two-mile record of 9.01.
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Women's track '80
b) Ed Crockett
Staff Writer
The women's track club is entering
their seventh season and this year may
prnye to be their best. "We should do
fairly well, but I can't tell yet 'oecause
everyone hasn't come out. the will be
a little better than we were indoors."
said Coach Jim Ballinger.
Althought the team will miss New
England champions Ann Turbyne in
the shot put and Patty Holcomb in the
dashes. they have enough depth to
challenge in-state rivals Bowdoin and
Colby.
Potential is abundant in the middle
distance events. The trio of Julie Tib'oetts. Kathy Roberts. and Lori Tuttle
provide Ballinger with adequate depth
in the half mile. Stacy Cain is a proven
quarter-miler but may be pushed by
newcomers Beth Hamilton and Diane
Rockett.
Senior Lil Riley and sophomore
Kathy Kohtala will run in the two-mile
and mile. respectively.
Melanie Adams. the squad's most
versatile athlete. will compete in the
dashes, hurdles and relays. She will run
with teammates Dot Foley and Denise
Dutil in the dashes. but will 'oe uncontested in the hurdles.
The Black Bears should fair i.ell in
the jumping events. Basketball player
Jody king. the school record holder in
the high jump. should hold her own in
her specialty. and Tina Beru'oe. having
had a good indoor track season. ought
to shine in the long jump.
The team is loaded with outstanding
shot putters. Four standouts include
Nancy Storey. Rockett. Marsha Cook
and Peggy Baker. Field and ice hockey
star Gwyn Brown is the club's best
javelin thrower.
The first three meets of the season
are relays. The UMass Relays open the
campaign on April 12. then the Boston
College Relays and Fitchburg In-

Met

‘itational follow on consecum
weekends. On Wednesday. April 30.
the tracksters will duel Bowdoin in
Brunswick then wrap up their season
May 11 at Dartmouth. the site pf the
New England Championships.

bs Nancy Ayl

Pole vaulter fins Palo is one of the top contenders .for the New England
crown. Palo is
shown above setting his eyes on the higher heights. (photo by Arthur
Kettle I.

March 28th, 29th Maineline
Every Monday Night
Jam Session
House
Band
UNDER THE HELM
FfiCk iiCkS CUCUM berBand
193 Broad St.
April 2nd, 3rd Savage and Williams
Bangor, Me.
April 4th, 5th Teedfox Springs
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wishes well to

Maine Day Canoe Race
April 30(wed.)
Maine Day morning
students. faculty and staff are incited to
participate in the annual UMO Stillwater
River canoe sprint The two mile course
sill o- egin with a mass start from the
•team plant parking lot Prizes will ,se
awarded to *inners in the men's.
women's and mixed couples division.
Racing style canoes are excluded from official competition

the Bears.

HANSON S
SALUTES THE BLACK BEARS
WE FEATURE TOP QUALITY CAMPING
GEAR SUCH AS TENTS BY EUREKA AND
BACKPACKS BY NORTH FACE. STOP BY
AND CHECK OUT THIS
SPRING'S NEW
THE
CAMPING
NORTH
EQUIPMENT
FACE

BACKPACKING

SADD1ERY

A 1 2 mile race over the UMO crosscountry trail Prizes will tie awarded to
first place finishers in the following
categories, male team female team old
tinier over 44) male under 19 female under 59. runner over 175 los runner under
I lit lbs and coed couple

UMO Tennis Championship
Begins April 25 (Fri.)

Frisbee Competition
May 2(Fri.)

Tennis buffs this is your opportunity to
participate in one of last !.ear's most
popular activities. Tournament play will
involve single elimination men's and
*omen's singles and doubles. as well as
mixed (1,11H1e,,,,rnrctInon

Distance and accuracy will ix two of the
principal competitions in UMO's annual
Frisoee tournament Prizes will 'oe awarded to winners in the men's and women's

OUTDOOR RECREATION
Baxter Park — Day Trips
April 5 (Sat.)and
April 26(Sat.)

Maine White Vs ater
Rafting Trip
May 10(Sat.)

Cross-country ski snowshoe, or hike the
perimeter road and trails in 'ocautiful Baxter Park Weather conditions and personal preference will determine our mode
of travel in the Park

Experience !he ultimate in White Water
thrills on the Upper Kennebec Ricer According to experts this trip is as wild and
exciting as any rafting experience in the
United States

Tuckerman's Ravine —
Ski Weekend
April 19 & 20(Sat. & Sun.)

Acadia National Park —
Day Trip
May 1(Sat.)

A thrilling downhill run for only the experienced skier and climber Tuckernian's
is laswed in the Pinkham Notch area ot
':--:- Dampshire amidst the White Motin• , --- Winter camping gear i c ,I.,,,,,,,I,

Tol.939-7250
395 So. Mein St., Browor
SKIING—CAMPING

Runner's Delight
April 30(Wed.)
Maine Day afternoon and
May 2(Fri.)
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Participate in this opportunity to view
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sports
Men's tennis'80
by Nancy Aylward
Coach Brud Folger feels very "optimistic" about his 1980 men's tennis
team.

ro is

With all the courts 'oare and nets up.
the team has been able to do a majorii,
of their practicing outside. which is a
turnaround from last spring.
E.Yen though the team was unable to
secure a win in the fall season. Folger
predicts a much improved squad for
the spring.
A great asset to the spring team, as
compared to the fall. will 'oe the addition of three freshman: Mike
Beauchemin. Eric Heitman. and John
Schrodder.
Beauchemin. a former Rhode Island
schoolboy tennis champ. was unable tc
play in the fall team as he was a back
up quarterback for the football team.
Folger commented that these three will
"fill in the weak spots and help the
team considerably."
In addition to the new freshman. are
use returning letterman. making up a
%er!, solid nucleus for the team.
Captain Don Aldrich and Joe
Supeno who alternated the number
one and number two positions on the
team in the fall, will guide this year's
squad.
Three other letterman --Bob Salt.
Jeff Francis and Rob Nlanter will also
iv key performers on the team.
Coach Folger feels that the competition will be very: tight among all the
teams on the schedule. He feels
Bowdoin will be the "strongest match." However. Bates will be returning
with Bob Schultz. who was the runnerup in the New England championships
last spring and is declared now the
"best man in the state."

Two other fierce competitors
the
schedule will be Colby and QF)
USNI.
Overall Folger feels that "every match
tor all the colleges will be quite close."
The Black Bears will start off their
tough season on April 16 at Bowdoin
on clay-courts. Folger comments that
this is a grat disathantage because his
team is not used to playing on the clay
surface.
The nine game schedule consists of a
two championships at
Brandeis College
in ssaitnam. mass. and the Maine
State Championships at Colby.
The top player and top doubles team
will be sent to the state championships
while the whole team will be sent to the
New England's.
The schedule for this spring is as
follows-April 16 at Bowdoin
April 19 at Colby
April 24 At USNI
April 25.26 New England Championships at Brandeis College
May 1 Colby
May 2 Bowdoin
May 6 USN!
May 7.8 Maine State Championships
at Colby College
May 9 Bates

Senior captain Don Aldrich, with
this backhand volley shows one
of the strokes which
makes him a force in Maine tennis.

The Student Affairs Division
urges you to support the
Black Bears Spring Sports Teams
Student Aid-Counseling Center-Health CenterOnward-Admissions Office-Student Services at BCC
-Residential Life-Memorial Union-Testing & ResearchDean of Student Affairs-Career Planning and Placement

THE GENERAL ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
AND
THE STUDENT ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
a proud tradition for both
alumni and students
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PROUDLY SALUTE
UMO'S
SPRING VARSITY TEAMS
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Women's lacrosse is afirstfor many
o Mary Ellen Gauen
Staff writer

has a home field. Hart said Lengyel
field was their base in years past. but
because it is being reconditioned and
With a little bit of luck, the women's
re-seeded. they had to schedule most of
lacrosse team should see playing action
their games away. Out of a seven game
this spring. Last year the club folded it
schedule. only two will be played
was frustrated by a "phenomenal
behind Memorial Gym. and nen that
amount of injuries, most of them pcwas tough. Hart said, because soccer.
curing outside of the club." according
frisbee, rugby and football are all
to women's lacrosse president Mary
fighting to use the same fields. Hart
Khoury.
said the situation will improve next
Only four veterans number on the year because the team has beent
20-member roster. and the majority of
promised Lengyel field.
the women never e'en picked up a
Another problem in trying to
lacrosse stick before this spring.
schedule home games is trying to get
"We have a lot of freshman." said
officials-the closest live in Waterville.
player-coach Terri Hart. "We sent out
and it gets quite expensive. The club
in% itations to every girl on campus.
receives some funding from Student
and there was a lot of interest, but it
Government. but tighter budgets ha%e
dwindled down this semester to the
reduced the amount of money the club
twenty women on the team."
receives and must hold fund-raising acHart was optimistic about the spirit
ti% it ies.
in the club.
Betsy Bott. the team's returning
"As soon as we get the hang of it.
goalie, will probably be in the net for
we'll do well." she said. "I don't like
the first game of the season April 12 at
to look at this as a building year. but
Colby-Sawyer. The team "got
actually it's more of a foundation
creamed" in an indoor scrimmage with
year." she laughed. "We look to start
Colby at Orono March 5. but Hart felt
out slow. The season starts just as we
it went very well for the Maine players
get on a playing field, in fact we might
since the majority of them had never
have to start playing 'before we get a
played before. and it was considered
field."
more of a formal pracice.
The lacrosse club is in the same spot
"We're just a first-year team." Hart
as the women's softball team--neither
stressed. "but we've already improd

tremendously . As soon as we get the
game sense. our playing ability on the
field will impros

1980 women's
lacrosse club
spring schedule
April I I at Plymouth State College
April 12 at Colby-Sawyer Jr. College
April 17 Colby College
April 20 Round Robin--Augusta Club.
Bates College. and USNI Club at
Lewiston
April 26 USM-Club
April 27 at Dartmouth College(J.V.)
April 34) at Bow doin College (.1. V.)
May 7 at Colby College
May 9 Bates College
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Autowize
Bass Shoes
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Bicycles

Goldsmith
Sporting
Goods

3. 5 & 10 Speeds
Sales & Service
Motobecane
Univega
Taltara

JIM

No push, no hustle. Our huge inventory speaks for
itself. And
our staff of long-time bike people will help you
find the bike
that's just right for you.
Our head mechanic. Pat Pelletier. has over ten years of
experience in repairing bicycles. He's the best there is. He ran
his own bike shop for years in Old Town. and now he's with
The Rack.
We have men's, women's and children's 3, 5 10 and 12 speed
bikes, as well as stingray and MX bicycles, so you can be sure
to find just what you want at The Rack.
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Softball team shoots or the states
by Dale McGarrigle
Staff writer
UMO's swatting soft ballers were led
by slugging catcher Linda Hansen last
season with a .538 average. Also hitting well were Kathy Woodhams (.513)
and Ethel Macklin (.478).
Coach Anderson expects to do better
this year. "We've been concentrating
on batting during pre-season. This is
the first year we've had the pitching
machine for the full pre-season. and
we've had it running up to around 5560 mph." The pitching machine is a
tremendous plus for us."
Anderson also feels she has a topnotch defensive team. "We've got• a
very consistent fielding club. I've been
watching the kids play on the worst of
surfaces, like wood and concrete. and
even with all the funny bounces these
surfaces cause. they've been getting to
everything."
"We're strong up the middle." Anderson added. "with our second
baseman and shortstop returning.
We'll be able to contain many shots in
the hole. These kids have strong arms
and good softball sense."
The 1980 women's softball edition
will also be a running team. "We
should 'oe very fast." Anderson
stated. "We've got kids getting out of
the box and running the 60-foot
distance in 3.2 seconds." She cited
Woodhams. Wakelin. and Macklin as
some of her faster runners.
Pre-season started Jan. 24. under the
watchful eyes of Coach Anderson and
assistant coach Deo Davis. Anaerson
said. "We did a lot of bits and pieces
of many aspects of the game. Now we
need to get outside and put it all
together."
Of her 1980 UMO softball team.
Coach Janet Anderson said. "These
kids have got the desire to play.
They've got good hands. good heads.
and tremendous attitudes." These
winning attitudes will be tested by the
new longer 20-game schedule.
The 20-game schedule is twiced the
size of last year's ten-game schedule.
and is crammed into a four-week
period. There are seven doubleheaders
and the Catamount Tournament at
Vermont. which is the team's first
game on April 18-19. They will play
UNH. UVM. and UMass. This tight
schedule leaves no room for makeups
of rained out games.
All the squad's home games will be
played on Dow Field on Outer Hammond Street in Bangor. due to a construction delay on the new UMO softball field, to be constructed behind
Lengyel Gym and adjacent to the field
hockey field.
Last season. Maine was 8-2 and was
first runner-up in the state tournament
Both its losses were to state champion
Colby (3-2. 2-0). with neither seven inning game lasting longer than 45
minutes. Coach Anderson said. 9
"Colby is the team to beat in the state
of Maine. Were going to give Colby a
run for their money. Our major goal
this year is to win the state tournament."
The lone returning pitcher for UMO
is senior Karen Peterson. Peterson had
a 2-1 record last season. with a 4.0
ERA., and had a .455 batting
average. "Karen looks really sharp."
Anderson commented. "and she's
about a month ahead of herself compared to last year."
Rounding out the pitching squad will
be newcomers Linda Graham and
Sherrie Denis. both sophomores. Anderson said. "Right now we're trying
to get them consistent in form and
teach them speed and accuracy."
Coach Anderson conceeds that pitching is a "gray-area" now. The pitchers will start on a rotational basis.
and will pitch long and short relief on
their off-days. Coach Anderson has to

go with the same size pitching staff as
last year. even though the schedule is
twice as long.
The catcher will be senior Linda
Hansen. and will be backed up by
sophomore Cindi Richards.
Freshman Val Larrabee and And'
Pelletier will be battling for the first
base spot left open by the graduation
of Karen Leh. Junior Rhonda
Pinkham and frosh Mary Wakeham
will be the second baseman.
sophomore Ethel Macklin and freshman Lisa Palleschi are the shortstops.
and sophomore Linda Hoskin and
freshman Linda Kaczor will handle the
hot corner, replacing the graduating
Glenda DeLorme Wyman.
The outfield will 'oe composed of
veteran Kathy Woodhams. a
sophomore. and newcomers Laura
McDunnah. a sophomore. and Kathy
Erickson. Linda Patterson. and
Cheryle Kimball. all freshman. Gone
are graduate CF Sue Sparaco and IF
Diana Hansen.

Sean Bra

Softball schedule
April I8.19-UVM Tournament
(UVM. UMO. UMass)
April 22-Colby(2)
April 24-at Husson(2)
April 26-at' East Conn. State
College
April 30-Husson(2)

Great catch!
May 2-Thomas
May 3-Plymouth State
May 6-UMP1(2)
May 7-at Bates
May 8-USM(3)
May 10-State Tournament at
Bates

UMO softball candidate goes
up high to grub thi.s line
basement of Lengvl Gym.
shot during workouts in the

John T. Cyr & Son, Inc.

All home games will be played at
Dow Field on Outer Hammond
Street in Bangor.

BOX 368
OLD TOWN, MAINE 04468

bus sales

bus rentals

school buses charter buses

GOOD LUCK MO BLACK BEARS!
TELEPHONE 827-2335 OLD TOWN, 942-3354 BANGOR
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Men's rugby'80
by Sean Brodrick
Spring has arrived in Orono. and
with it comes the rugby season. Once
again "ruggers" are forming
"scrums" and scoring "trys." This exciting yet simple game may look like
soccer or football or both or neither to
the uninitiated, but to the ruggers. this
game is the best thing about spring.
First, some basic facts about rugby.
Fifteen men on each team attempt to
carry what looks like an overinflated
football over the goal line for a goal or
"try." The play starts when eight forwards from each team come together
and lock arms to form a huddle or
"scrum." The man in the middle
for each team is the "hooker" and he's
suspended on either side by men called
"props." This allows his legs to be
totally free for kicking the ball. Once a
ball is kicked clear of the scrum the
team that gains possession moves it
down the field toward the goalpost
running with the ball or kicking it.
Backward and lateral passes are
allowed, but not forward passes. No
blockers, no pads allowed. This is what
has earned rugby the nickname
"elegant violence."
Rugby is still a club at UMO because
no college in the country has a varsity
ruily team. Tom Byrd. President of
UNIO's rugby club, explained why
both the University and the club don't
want rugby to turn into a varsity sport;
"We have a traditional keg after
each game. and we couldn't do that if
it was a varsity sport." said Byrd.
"and this way we are in a freer, more
relaxed atmosphere. We play the game
just as intensely as any varsity football
or soccer team. but there are no hard
feelings afterwards and a spirit of
comradery exists between the teams.
unlike in a varsity sport. The school
likes it because it's cheaper this way."
Byrd said there is no coach assigned
to the rugby club, the more experienced players simply coach the less experienced ones. Also, the club members buy all of their own uniforms. so
UM()gets a winning team at a bargain
price.
Tom Byrd is an ex -football player
who felt that he didn't have quite
enough speed or size to be a good football player, so he switched to rugby.
"I'm glad I made the switch." said
Byrd. "because I can still remain active
and I have a lot more fun doing it.
Rugby also doesn't make the heavy
demands on your time that football
does." Byrd added that most of the
ruggers are ex-football or soccer
players who decided to cross over to
rugby.
A well conditioned. athletic body is a
must for a game with no pads. but surprisingly. there are less injuries in
ruogy than there are in football.
"In football, pads not only protect
someone from being hit but they also
give the hitter extra protection; you can
hit as hard as you want." said Byrd.
"In rugby the hitter doesn't have any
pads, so he can't crack you with such
reckless abandon. This makes for less
injuries." Most injuries in rugby are
minor bumps and bruises, with a rare
ma tor injury to shoulders of knees.
The men's ;ugby team has not had
trou'ole finding ruggers to go out for it.
This spring should be an especially'
good season because the Maine ruggers
only lost one of last season's players to
on injury, and that was a hooker with a
broken nose. Club treasurer Chip
Alvord feels that the ruggers could take
the New England championship this
Spring.
"With a lot good players like exaptains Dave Easton and Malty
ollagan; Evan Harris and Jason (entrella as props; and Kevin Cullenoergin
the scrum, we expect to beat all of our
.
college opponents this season." said
Alvord. "However, our toughest op-

ponent isn't even a college club.
The
Portland Rugby Club gets people
who
graduate from teams like our,
so
naturally they are tough."
Both :he men's and the women'
s
rugoy clubs practice together now
in
the Memorial Gym, but practice
will
soon be moving outdoors to the field
in
front of Chadbourne Hall. A selection
committee looks at the players during
practice and every week it makes up an
A and B team roster which depends
on
how well each of the ruggers do in
practice. This way. there is not set
"varsity" and "junior varsity" teams.
"This makes el:et- body work their
hardest all the time." explained Byrd.
"And keeps the club at its best."
The Rugby Club does receive some
funding from the Student Government
for traveling expenses. and President
Allen promises to match whatever
monies Student Government gives
them. Student Government gave the
ruggers $711) of their proposed $2.411)
budget. and President Allen gave a
matching $711) to raise the total to
$1401). The rest. according to club
treasurer AlYord. "is raised at benefits
and from things like the blood drive we
sponsored recently." Alsord described
Rugby is a game of slick and quick passing. Here the rugby team practices a
himself as being "rather angry"
passing
because more funding is not forth- drill. [photo by Mary Ellen Garrett]
coming from Student Government.
The referees are Yolunteers, not paid
by the University. And Byrd noted that
"Rugby referees are treated with much
more respect than those of football or
soccer."
A usual season for the ruggers pits
them against such teams as Boston
College. Boston University. and the
Portland Rugby Club. The ruggers
only have two home game this spring
season. opening April 12 at the University of Vermont.

NOW is the time to get your bike
in shape at the

BIKE ROUTE

Bicycle Repair Service
in just 24 hours
Located at 27 N. Main St. Old Town
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Registrar Offers Bears
Wishful
Words of Support
May your RECORD be impressive,

"Good Luck"

And you REGISTER many victories,

Office of the Registrar
Wingate Hall

May your AVERAGES be high,
\ nd your SCHEDULE a breeze.
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by Sean Brodick
The UMO Women's Rugby
Club is often overshadowed by
the male ruggers. but it is there
for interested women. Stephanie
Durant. a club member explained
what is happening to the club:
"We need more players. as we
only have eighteen right now.
That's only three more.
than bare minimum. Experience
is very helpful but no means
necessary. We aren't really
organized yet. so people
shouldn't feel uncomfortable
about joiningus now. Our first
outdoor practice is at 3:311 p.m.
on Tuesday. .April I . out in front
of Chadbourne. Come 'oy and
join us if you are at all interested."
Durant described herself as a
"field hockey player and track
runner who likes a challenge."
and she extended this same
challenge to all women at UMO.
This does not mean that there is
no enjoyment in the game.
Durant said. "I'm in it for the
fun too.Right now the team is headed
by Tricia Harnett. and most of
the coaching is done by the male
ruggers.
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ball to emerge. It doesn't look
,4 heap ofdead bodies? No. its a rugby pileup. The rrferee looks on anxiously. waiting for the
too promising. sir. (photo by Bill Mason!

Sports Quiz
1. How many Olympic medals
did the U.S. win in skating events
at Lake Placid?
2. Name the female runner who
recently has set three indoor track
records.
3. Name the former NBA coach
who recently resigned as the
coach of the Milwaukee Does of
the WBL.
4. Name the son of a former
hew. yweight boxing champion
who is now making a name for
himself in the amateur ranks.
5. What is Thomas A. Preston.
Jr. known for?
6. Name the NHL team which
changed from its old blue and
white uniforms to new black and
gold ones.
7. Name the Syracuse senior
and the Kentucky frosh basketball players with similarsounding last names.
8. Name the highest paid kicker
in the NFL.
9. Name the four-time Olympic
gold medalist whose comeback
effort may be thwarted by the
Olympic boycott.
10. Name the owner of the L.A.
Colliseum. the L.A. Lakers and
Kings. and miscellaneous ranchland in southern California.
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Experience leads men's lacrosse club
6y Mary Ellen Ciarten

Staff writer
-we were 6-4 last year. I believe."
said men's lacrosse coach Kevin
Colley. "and that was a building year
because we started playing tougher
schools. We have good varsity competition an I expect this year to be the
best yet."
Although the outlook for the success
is a lot harder this year. Colley expects
the Maine team to win the New
England Collegiate Club Lacrosse
League Championship to be held at
Orono this spring.
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"I'm amazed at how good the team
is."( olley said. "It's not real deep. but
we have a lot of good men. Our attackman. Curtis White. has returned
after two years absence. Charlie
Thomas and Leo Legere had also left
and they're back with a lot of experience. Almost everyone else has been here
four years. and it's a real strong
Dana Freeman. an All-American
from Ipswich. Mass. is one of the top
freshman to start on the team. along
with mid-fielder David Downing.
The "backbone" of the team is
goalie Rob McMillan. and AllAmerican player from Lincoln-Sudbury. Mass. who is in his third year at
Maine.
"Rob is a fantastic player." Colley.
said. "He could probably play for any
team in the country if he wanted to."
The team's nine-game schedule includes the likes of UNH. voted in preseason play as ranking fourth in New
England. and Bowdoin. ranked eighth
in New England. Only two games.
against Northeastern April 19 and
Unity College April 20, will be home
games. The main reason for this is the
budget the club has been afforded by
Student Government.
"It costs $60 per referee." said
Colley. "and we need two referees a
game. We simply can't afford it."

5 am
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"Teams like Colby. Bates.
Pl)mouth State. and UNH don't want
to travel up here. It's a situation we

The Maine lacrosse team will be out again this spring, but won't be playing on Lengyl field, which is being reconditioned. The three
home games will be behind Memorial Gym.

have to go down there and kick their
ass and then make them come to us.
Until we reall!, establish ourselves, we
ha‘e to go to them."
The championship game for the club

league will be held the weekend of May
H) when the top four clubs determine
who is number one. Last year the team
finished third and finished second the
year before that. Captains will be selec-

ted before every game based on top individual performances in the pro,ious
game.

PICS

THRIFTWAY

Telling the MO sports story
ii all seasons...
Wishes the Black Bears anti
success in spring competition.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE CENTER
serving UMO with
kegs&taps agency liquor store
beer&wine
also groceries-meat-produce

THRIFTWAY proudly solutes UMO Block Bear teams
SUN. 9-9, MON.-THURS. 9-10, FRI./SAT. 9-11 155 Park St. Orono

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
profits go towards making
books cheaper for students"
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a
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Open 10am - 9pm
Hogan Rd.Exit off 1-95

Whatever the Season
Whatever the Reason
Shop the Bangor Mall
86 Stores and More -
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GET IN SHAPE!!!

It's Spring and the specialists at the

ATHLETIC ATTIC

want to get you off on the right foot.
WE FEATURE— NIKE - ADIDAS - PUMA
BROOKS - SAUCONY - TIGER - ETONIC
AND NEW BALANCE
\\ hat (.‘k r

wir game, we have the right shoes
ivy
for your feet:

$4.00 OF
Regular .q1Ilt
With This 11)

and umo ID
Offer good thru
pril 5, 1980
*46.46.11°

AT THE
BANGOR MALL
947-6800
"Athletic Attic has America
Running to its Doers"
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JOIN THE SMART SET
cycle for fun and fitness
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• Men's and Ladies' Columbia ten-speed. 26" wheel
s
Reg. 132.00

110.00

• Men's and Ladies' twelve-speed
Columbia. 26".
Reg. 133.00
125.00
• Boy's 20" Columbia M.X. with
knobby tires.
Reg. 105.00
85.00
• Boy's 20" Columbia M.X. with 40
-tooth front
sproket, knobby tires, coaster
brake.
Reg. 116.00
110.00
• Boy's and Girl's three-speed Colum
bia. 24".
Reg. 125.00
110.00
• Boy's and Girl's ten -speed, 24". Colum
bia.
Reg. 135.00
110.00
• Men's and Ladies' five-speed
Columbia. 26".
Reg. 135.00
119.00
• Men's and Ladies' Concord Capri
10-speed with
21" or 23" frames. Reg. 150.00
135.00
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